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ABSTRACT

Ceramic ethnoarchaeology research has affected posi
tively the development of the ethnoarchaeological perspec
tive.

Methods and theories of ethnoarchaeology will be more

systematic and precise only by controlling conditions of the
fieldwork and using more cross-cultural data around the
world.

Ethnoarchaeology has not been fully utilized in the

Near East, creating a gap in ceramic ethnographic research.
This case study is an attempt to fill this gap, by
documenting the techniques and socio-economics of a tradi
tional potter.

Not only should archaeologists be interested

in inferring the manufacturing techniques, but also in the
cultural and socio-economic setting of potters.

In this

case, a view of tradition as a general pottery production in
cultural setting, and micro-tradition as a distinctive
production by individual or family potters, should reflect
this interest.

An analytical method based on traces or

surface markings analysis could translate the archaeological
data into precise and meaningful interpretations.

viii

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The use of ethnographic data in archaeology is not a
new method.

It has been used from the sixteenth century

until the present day.

Perhaps the most interesting devel

opment of the history of ethnoarchaeology is the use of the
term "ethno-archaeologist" by Fewkes in the 19th century
(Fewkes 1900:579).

However, it was not until the mid-1950s

and later that archaeologists started to apply ethnographic
data in a more systematic way.

An initial paper by

Kleindeinst and Watson (1956) called for "action archae
ology, 1 1 or using the ethnographic data in archaeological
interpretation.

Two years later, Thompson (1958) reported

on his ethnoarchaeological fieldwork in Yucatecan on modern
Maya ceramics.

The 1960s was the period during which the

theoretical bases of ethnoarchaeology were argued (see
Ascher 1961; Binford 1962, 1967; Chang 1967; Gould 1968;
Longacre and Ayers 1968; Stanislawski 1969a, 1969b).

These

studies called for more use of ethnographic data in archae
ology, for the purpose of better explanation of the archae
ological record and the application of ethnographic analogy.
As a result, the next two decades showed a tremendous
increase in studies of living societies by archaeologists,
with particular emphasis on traditional pottery.
1

This section does not attempt to replicate the
review of ethnoarchaeological studies of ceramics.
and intensive review was done by Kramer (1985).

A short

My purpose

in this section is to deal with the most important issues
discussed so far in ethnoarchaeology.

I discuss the meaning

of the term, its scope, the nature of the fieldwork, the
data sources and the type of data produced, and finally the
meaning of ethnographic analogy.
The concept of ethnoarchaeology is ambiguous and
diverse in meaning (Longacre 1984:1; Watson 1980:55).
Stiles (1977:88) and Longacre (1984:3-4) discussed some of
the definitions given to the term.

Still, many definitions

distinguish between the term "ethnoarchaeology" and other
terms such as "living archaeology" (Gould 1968, 1974);
"archaeological ethnography" (Stiles 1977:88 and Watson
1979); and even "the study of modern material culture"
(Gould and Schiffer, eds. 1982).

It seems to me that those

terms are used as partial synonyms for ethnoarchaeology, but
do not propose an alternative approach.

In other words,

they have been used to refer to a particular aspect in the
ethnoarchaeological perspective, which is only the collec
tion and use of ethnographic data, rather than a more
general theoretical and methodological perspective.

This

point was made clear by Gould:
As I would define it here, living archaeology is the
actual effort by an archaeologist or ethnographer to
do fieldwork in living human societies, with '

reference to the "archaeological" patterning of the
behaviour in those societies. Ethnoarchaeology, as
I see it, refers to a much broader general framework
for comparing ethnographic and archaeological pat
terning. In this latter case, the archaeologists
may rely entirely upon published and archival
sources or upon experimental results (use and manu
facture of pottery, stone tools, etc.) for his com
parisons without having to do the actual fieldwork
himself. Thus ethnoarchaeology may include studies
of "living archaeology" along with other approaches
as well (1974:29).
Accordingly, Gould stated that "living archaeology" is the
approach which gives meaning to the study of living soci
eties in contrast to a more general approach which is con
cerned with the methods and theories.

In this case "living

archaeology is part of the ethnoarchaeologlcal perspective
but not an alternative approach" (1981:x).

Furthermore,

Stiles used the term "archaeological ethnography" to refer
to Gould's living archaeology (1977:88).

He expanded its

meaning to "encompass all the theoretical and methodological
aspects of comparing ethnographic and archaeological data"
(Ibid).

While•ethnoarchaeology concerns the "use of ethno

graphic methods and Information to aid the interpretation
and explanation of archaeological data" (Ibid).
Watson (1979:Introduction) used "archaeological eth
nography" to describe her work in an Iranian village.

From

her discussion, she used the term to refer to applying
ethnographic analogy in archaeology, by using it as a tool
in archaeological inferences.

Afterward, she abandoned this

term, using ethnoarchaeology to mean:

"any use by

archaeologists of published or unpublished data drawn from
ethnographic sources and used to aid archaeological inter
pretations" (1980:Abstract).

On the other hand, Rathje

( 1978) used the term to describe the garbage project of the
University of Arizona.

The project is a study from a

"material-culture-behavior" perspective which attempts to
study the processes in ongoing modern industrial systems
(1978:54).

Whatever this latest term was used for, it needs

to be distinguished from ethnoarchaeology.

Again, archaeo

logical ethnography should be seen as part of ethnoarchae
ology, but not an alternative perspective.
For the purpose of clarification, I will adopt the
semantic meaning of the concept "archaeological ethnography"
to refer to any archaeological study of the non-systemic
modern material culture, such as an abandoned village or
artifact, by means of using informants or other types of
analysis.

This suggests that any aspect of modern material

culture and related behavior, which is not directly observ
able in ongoing ways, should be excluded from ethnoarchae
ology.

By doing so I am limiting the methods and theories

of ethnoarchaeology to its context in ongoing systems,
wherein material culture and behavioral correlates are well
controlled.

Depending only on informants and questionnaires

to obtain information about abandoned material culture is
misleading.

Not only are they subject to human bias, but

also their memories cduld not remember all the details of
use or manufacture of artifacts.
As a matter of fact, these kinds of materials are
not actually in ongoing use or manufacture.
included in archaeological contexts.

They are

Then they should be

analyzed as any other archaeological assemblage; but for
their particular Interest, they are included under the scope
of archaeological ethnography.

In other words, even if

people can give us information about them, by using these
people as Informants, we are theoretically doing 'archaeo
logical ethnography, 1 but not ethnoarchaeology.

That is, we

are studying the archaeology of 'modern strata' and asking
people to help us 'interpret' these strata.

Longacre and

Ayre's (1968) study of an abandoned Apache house falls in
this kind of study.

Another example is the study of

O'Connell (in Schiffer 1978) who used local Aljawara
Informants to interpret his lithic materials.
Consequently, there is a need to make the definition
of ethnoarchaeology as precise as possible to make its mean
ing and application more appropriate.
as:

It could be defined

"the study by archaeologists of variability in material

culture and its relation to human behavior and organization
among extant societies, for use in archaeological inter
pretation" (Longacre 1984:4).

Longacre's definition is a

specification of Schiffer, who defined it as "the study of
material culture in systemic context for the purpose of

acquiring information, both specific and general that will
be useful in archaeological investigation" (1978;230).

Both

these definitions are adequate for the purpose of systematic
collections of ethnographic data.

Ethnoarchaeology is

different from other concepts by its method and theory of
studying ongoing systems.

It is different from archaeo

logical ethnography in its analysis of the living material
culture and from experimental archaeology by the type of
field participation.

For this reason, the following issues

should be emphasized in any ethnoarchaeological project to

•

distinguish it from other approaches.
First of all, in order to call a project ethno
archaeological fieldwork, it should be conducted in systemic
context.

Since the systemic context

w label[s]

the condition

of an element which is participating in a behavioral system"
(Schiffer 1972:15, see also 1976, 1986), material culture is
in systemic context only if behavior could be observed.

An

abandoned house or artifact in any context are not included
under this scope.

They are not in ongoing use or manufac

ture, but already interred in the archaeological record.
For this reason, ethnoarchaeological data are only those
that could be observed directly in living context, but not
obtained indirectly through other means.
The second issue in ethnoarchaeology is the selec
tion of an appropriate context for study.

On the first

hand, archaeologists should select a living context

according to the subject matter of investigation.

For exam

ple, if archaeologists want to investigate pottery manu
facturing traditions, they should study potters in tradi
tional societies but not potters in industrial society.

A

classical example is indicated by Longacre in the work of
Stanislawski.

Longacre (1974) argued that the Hopi are not

an appropriate society for investigating hypotheses related
to learning frameworks, since Hopi are no longer producing
pottery on a household basis.

He suggested that the problem

should be investigated in a society where pottery is pro
duced for the household but not for tourists.
Sometimes the choice of the ethnoarchaeologist is
limited, but beyond this limitation, the living communities
are varied in their level of appropriateness.

Priorities

should be given to those societies which had no or less
'western' influence (that is a high technological level).
Some potters in the Near East, for example, are producing
pottery as an art to sell to tourists or others.

This

required some changes in their production style, which made
the production consequences inappropriate for investigating
some issues.

But in the same region there are still potters

who did not change their style of producing pottery, no
matter what the bases for this production', which make them
more appropriate.

On the other hand, archaeologists should select the
ethnographic context according to the appropriateness of
ecological and socio-economic patterns.

In this case, the

ethnographic and archaeologic patterns should be following
the same environmental and technological mechanisms (Ascher
1961; Binford 1968, 1972).

Ascher (1961) stated that both

societies should be at the same level.
argued for similarities between the two.

Binford (1968) also
It is important to

consider this mechanism in any ethnoarchaeological work for
the purpose of more control over the data.

For example, it

is hardly convincing to use an agricultural system which
produced pottery on a regular basis to investigate the
production and use of pottery in hunter gatherer societies,
assumed archaeologically, but known ethnographically to
produce pottery on a different basis.
Similarly, industrial societies produce different
sets of data and laws than those of rural societies.

One

should agree with Rathje ( 1978) that studies of industrial
societies could help In quantifying data and Improving the
methods of ethnoarchaeology, no matter what the archaeo
logical application will be; but such studies could hardly
go beyond that (see examples in Gould and Schiffer 1982).
No where in world history do w<e have similar technological
and soclo-cultural systems to compare with data derived from
these societies.

Therefore, all other patterns, such as

techniques of manufacturing or site formation patterns, have
different procedures in the two.
The third issue in ethnoarchaeology is the differ
ence between the work of ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological work.

In this case, it is important to distinguish

between the data collected by those two.

Watson ( 1 9 7 9 : 1 - 5 )

discussed in some detail the significance of ethnographic
data for archaeologists.

She concluded that these kinds of

data could be used by archaeologists without having to con
duct the fieldwork themselves.

.Only "if that information is

inadequate for a particular problem or subject matter being
Investigated, then archaeologists must supplement and com
plement the data base by doing fieldwork themselves* 1 (Watson
1980:55).

Also, if these ethnographic data "are not avail

able in published or unpublished accounts, then he [the
archaeologist] may need to seek them himself ( 1 9 7 9 : 3 0 1 ) .
Longacre, on the other hand, emphasized the need for
archaeologists to conduct the fieldwork themselves, with the
use of ethnographic data by non-archaeologists.

This did

not imply "to dismiss the contributions of ethnographers,"
but they do ask different questions ( 1 9 8 4 : 5 ) .

In this case,

question asked by archaeologists should concern both
material culture and its behavioral correlates.

On the

contrary, ethnographers are Interested mainly in recording
the behavior of living societies, but not in material cul
ture.

It is important, therefore, for archaeologists to
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conduct the fieldwork themselves, but use other works by
ethnographers to supplement their fieldwork.

As a matter of

fact, archaeologists always stress the fieldwork as part of
their methods.

Depending solely on the work of ethnog

raphers could be similar to giving a piece of an excavated
artifact to be analyzed by chemists.

Finally, chemists ask

questions and seek answers which probably are of less value
to those asked by archaeologists, or produce more general
ized statements rather than specific statements needed in
archaeological inference.

However, some ethnographers (see

for example Balfet 1 9 6 5 , 1 9 8 4 ) have collected ethnographic
data relevant for archaeologists.
Ethnographers also do not attempt to collect quanti
fied data, but do ask for generalized statements of the
behavioral aspects in living societies.

Little or no atten

tion is given by them to material culture.

In contrast,

archaeologists are interested in finding analogues for the
excavated material and in deriving precise hypotheses and
interpretations.

The only proper way to use ethnographic

data as analogues to these Is by collecting as much detail
as possible about material culture and its behavioral
correlates.
So, ethnoarchaeologlcal data are different from
other ethnographic collections for the subject matter under
Investigation.

For this reason, the first step in ethno

archaeologlcal fieldwork is a statement of purpose or
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so-called research design.

Included in this research should

be the statement of the selection basis of the living com
munity and its suitability for the subject matter invest
igated.

Often archaeologists go to living societies to

examine a pre-stated hypothesis.

In this case, the major

objective of fieldwork is stated so as to investigate these
hypotheses.

Often these statements change after the field-

work starts, as they should.

But going to the field without

a proper research design which includes methods and objec
tives as well as sampling strategies is poor science.
The final issue in ethnoarchaeology is the problem
of ethnographic analogy.

So far, many discussions have been

concerned with the application of ethnographic data in
archaeology (see for example Anderson 1969; Ascher 1961;
Binford 1967, 1972* Freeman 1968; Glock 1982, 1983; Gould
1978, 1980; Gould and Watson 1982; Hodder 1982; Longacre
1974, 1984; Stiles 1977; Watson 1979, 1980; and Wylie 1985).
Wylie's article discussed the reactions against analogy in
some detail.

However, the views about analogy varied from

rejecting its application on the basis of using nonanalogical means to its acceptance as an appropriate tool
for archaeological Inference.

Analogy is an appropriate

tool for asking questions and deriving hypotheses; it could
by no means be a tool to give a ready interpretation of any
archaeological record.
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As Binford stated it, testing hypotheses should be
based on "independent sets of data" derived from archaeo
logical and ethnographic data (Binford 1972:13,17).

Also,

he argued against fitting archaeological data to already
known ethnographic patterns, since this could add nothing to
our knowledge of the past (1967)•

In contrast, Watson

(1979:1) argued for a uniformitarian application of ethno
graphic analogy, which was rejected by Gould (1981).

She

stated that "the past cannot be understood without reference
to events and processes occurring in the present" (Watson
1979:8), considering all the archaeological works to be
analogy (Gould and Watson 1982).

But how can an archaeo

logist avoid the challenge or "the criticism that inter
pretation of the patterns in the archaeological record based
on the ethnographic present means that we cannot know more
about the past than one already knows about the present"
(Glock 1983:172).

Analogy, therefore, cannot prove

anything; it is only a highly probablistic tool used in
archaeological reasoning.
Stiles stated the use of ethnographic analogy in a
systemic way.

He suggested three steps to using

ethnographic data:
(1) In ethnographic analogy a specific set of
ethnographic data might be applicable in a specific
situation one should first formally describe the
physical characteristic of the archaeological
material in question.... The degree to which two
sets agree determines the probability of the
activity which resulted in the archaeological
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observed data being analogous to the ethnographically observed activity....
(2) The generation of hypotheses and models-...in
case of hypotheses these are normally postulated in
response to the use of ethnographic information as a
potential analogy to a specific archaeologically
observed phenomenon, but they need not be. For
example, ...one might hypothesize that one would
expect to find a certain differential distribution
of pottery types by households....archaeological
data then would be gathered....with special atten
tion paid to the composition and distribution of
pottery types and attributes. These data would then
be used in testing the hypothesis.
(3) The testing of hypothesis: Once the hypotheses
have been formulated from the ethnographic observa
tion one then proceeds to analyze the results of a
comparison between the ethnographic data and the
relevant archaeological data.... In any case, once
the initial analogy has been established a prior
reasoning tells us that the more conditions that the
two situations share in common....the more the prob
ability is increased of a correct analogy having
been made (1977:94-96; Numbers added).
If this summary of the procedures and aims of apply
ing ethnographic analogy is adequate, then it should be
systematically followed in ethnoarchaeology.

Once again,

analogy is a highly probablistic tool and only could be
applied to assert the probability of archaeological infer
ence.

With this in mind, there are two approaches in

analogy.
The first has been called the "general comparative
method" by Willy (in Watson 1979), the "folk-culture
approach" by Ascher (1961:318) and the "discontinuous model
by Gould (1974:38).

The basis of this approach is to apply

ethnographic data collected from any region of the world to
any archaeological data.

The second approach had been

u
called the "direct historical approach" by Steward (in Chang
1967), the "new analogy" by Ascher (1961:319) and the
"continuous model" by Gould (1974:39).

Contrary to the

former approach, this one applies ethnographic data in one
region to archaeological data in the same region, assuming
continuity in the cultural history.
Of course, it is Important to apply the "direct
historical approach" wherever cultural continuity exists,
but this is by no means conditional.

As a matter of fact,

the application of any of these approaches should be based
on how appropriate the society is for study (Longacre
1984:12).

In the Near East, for example, the majority of

the archaeological sites are located at or proximate to the
living villages, making them a living stratum in the history
of the tell (Ziadeh 1984).

On the other hand, some of these

villages are not appropriate for investigating a certain
ethnoarchaeologlcal problem, due to the rapid changes
occurring in them.

American Indian villages of the South

west are a good example of this, though the problem of
change is common everywhere.
The Issues discussed above are basically attempting
to give a general Introduction to ethnoarchaeology.

How

ever, two major problems should be stressed in dealing with
ethnoarchaeologlcal research in the Near East.

The first

problem is the limitation of an ethnoarchaeologlcal research
design to cover the variability in archaeological sites.
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Near Eastern sites or tells have unpredictable variation due
to use and reuse of the same area during various time
periods.

Because many activities occurred in later periods,

trenches or the reuse of earlier materials, the earliest
strata rarely will contain well-preserved materials.

For

example, complete archaeological pottery forms are rarely
found in a site, but collected from tombs, in comparison to
huge amounts of sherds recovered from domestic strata.

This

does not mean that ethnoarchaeology has less significance in
the region, but on the contrary, it will assist in better
understanding of the archaeological records in the region.
However, only ethnoarchaeological data could be useful in
terms of hypothesizing a single phase within a stratum.
Otherwise, various models may be required to analyze other
phases.
The second is the lack of intensive fieldworks in
the region to cover the variability in the ethnographic
data.

Many of the ethnoarchaeological models obtained from

traditional villages in Iran, Iraq, Palestine and Syria were
based in short-term projects, which focus on small-scale
problems (see for example Glock 1982,, 1983; Hammond 1969;
Hole 1979; Jacobs 1979; Kamp 1982; Kramer 1979, 1982; Sumner
1979; Sweet 1960; Ochsenschlager 1974; van As 1984; van der
Leeuw 1976; Watson 1979; Ziadeh 1984).

Many of these

studies focused on origins of food production systems,
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village growth and architecture to assess the understanding
of the prehistoric tells of the region.
Hopefully, this paper will be an addition to ethnoarchaeological research in the Near East.
major objectives.

It has three

The first is to report on pottery pro

duction in Palestine.

This is mainly a work in progress

which focuses on the work of a single potter as an example
of pottery production in the region.

The second is the

implication of these data for inferring tradition.

A basic

difference was made between tradition and micro-tradition to
specify the socio-economic and technological meaning of
pottery.

The third is an analysis of techniques of manu

facturing through surface markings as a means of inferring
tradition and micro-tradition of pot-making.

Since much of

the work here is done in the laboratory, the approach is
related to experimental archaeology.

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Before proceeding to the basic fieldwork, I provide
general background information on traditional pottery pro
duction in Palestine and then I focus on the major part of
the fieldwork.

First, I review some previous work and dis

cuss the traditional pottery production and distribution in
the region.

Then I detail the manufacturing techniques,

social history of the potter and the methodology and objec
tives of the fieldwork.
Although pottery materials were recovered in high
quantities from various sites in Palestine, few attempts
were made to infer social and cultural implications of pot
tery.

This follows the lack of systematic collections of

ethnographic data from the region as a source for deriving
hypotheses and inferring the cultural significance of
ancient pottery.

London (1985) suggests that interests in

typology and chronology dominated the analysis of ceramic
material from the area during the last century or so.
Attempts to use other approaches, like Franken's method,
were highly criticized and neglected for this concern
(Ibid).

On the other hand, "excavators have never system

atically and rarely consciously or seriously employed
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ethnographic analogy to interpret the archaeological record,
though most students of the Ancient Near East have assumed a
strong continuity between past and present life in the land"
(Glock 1982s145).
One of the reasons is that archaeologists trained in
biblical traditions were interested in biblical textual
Interpretation of excavated material.

Trained in historical

archaeology, less attention was given by them to 'culture*
as a product of anthropological theory.

Instead, tremendous

attention was given to architecture and fortification or
complete pottery types.

Ethnoarchaeology, as a perspective

within anthropological archaeology which attempts to analyze
the variations of material cultures, did not find an easy
way to go through this epistemology, nor simply any signi
ficant interest.
Consequently, ceramic analysis was only limited to
typology and chronology.

Only few attempts were made to

infer other aspects of ceramics.

Generally, reconstructing

techniques of manufacturing (Bennett 1972; Franken 1969,
1974; Franken and Kalsbeek 1975; Kelso and Thorley

1945;

London 1985; Tufnell 1958) were well represented.

In

addition, attempts to collect ethnographic data were limited
to a few studies (Crowfoot 1924; Glock 1982; Rye 1981;
Tufnell 1953).

All of them were based on short-term

observations of potters in the region, and, needless to say,
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the brief results were reported, focusing on the general
ideas of manufacturing techniques.
To sum up these reports, Glock was interested in
collecting ethnography data in the process of forming gen
eral framework for ethnoarchaeological studies in Palestine.
He reported on three techniques of manufacturing the cooking
pot by three potters in three villages, arguing for the need
to elucidate * tradition* of pottery making as questioned by
the variability observed through these potters.

Rye, in his

book Pottery Technology: Principles and Reconstruction
(1981), illustrated many examples from Palestine .

The data

were collected during his joint effort with Glock to publish
pottery from Tell Ta'anech.
yet.

The report is not published

London (1985) used ethnographic data from the

Philippines and applied them to archaeological pottery from
Jabel Qa'aqeer in south Palestine.

Besides her effort to

infer manufacturing techniques of pots from the site, she
also examined the individual potters at the site based on
these data.

Pottery Production
Few potters are working today in the Nest Bank and
Ghaza Strip, in comparison to the early 1970s.

There are

thirteen workshops divided into five production centers (see
Figure 1).

A production center is any place within a region

that contains one or more potter's workshop.

This does not
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1. Ain Es-Sultan
2. Jericho
3. A'qabet Jaber
4. Jerusalem
5. El-Khalil
6. Ghaza
7. Er-Ramleh
8. El-Jeeb
9. Rafat
10. Rammallah
11. Balatah
12. Nablu&
13. Jaba'a
14. Jenin

Figure 1.

Map of Production and Distribution Centers.
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imply that only one potter should be working in the work
shop, but could be more.

As a matter of fact, many work

shops contain more than one potter, and sometimes three or
four.

In the 13 workshops above, there are 24 potters who

work as full-time specialists (worker assistant is not
included).

Many of those, if not all, are owned on a family

basis, that is to say, each workshop generates 'family
potters' (a group of potters who belong to the same family
and who work in one workshop).

Anyway, each center will be

named after the town of location.
El-Khalil is one of the largest centers of pottery
production for many years.

This is a large town with a

population over 50,000, located in the southern mountains.
Before 1970, there were 10 potter's workshops located near
the city market place in a corner called Khozq elfar.

In

the early 1970s, the potters were forced to abandon the
area, but rebuilt the workshops in the countryside.

Besides

workshops, the potters constructed houses where their fami
lies are living now.

Because of that, assistance from

children and spouses is usual, but it Is restricted to
unskilled work.

However, only one of these contains three

potters, a father and two sons; the rest Include usually two
brothers or a father and son.
El-Khalil potters learn the craft from their
fathers.

As a matter of fact, they are proud to belong to a

family called el-Fakhourl, which derived from the word
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fakhorah meaning potter's workshop.

Hence, this is why

sometimes they refer to each other as cousins.

But, one

would need an accurate genealogical table to learn about the
actual blood relation between them.
In addition, pottery is made from clay obtained from
nearby mountains (from three areas called el-a'roob, Wadi
ettofah and el-hawooz).
qalaleh.

Sand is added to as high as 90% to make this type

of clay porous.
heavy.

It is called locally samaqah and

Because of this, many forms are thick and

As coloring agents, potters add salt and slip pro

duced from processing clay called rabo elmonshar.

Decora

tion is simple, formed by incisions either along the whole
body or around the rim.

Basically, there are these types of

decoration:

Ka 1 arotee is double line incisions around the

flower pot.

Abu Mosht is decoration in the shape of a tree

along the pot.

Abu Hez is a series of triangles connected

by a single line around the rim.
cisions made by iron lance-heads.

Karkar is a series of in
Maz is a series of double

rounded lines divided by other vertical double lines.
The second pottery production center is Ghaza.

This

is a large town located at the southwestern coast, which is
well known for its old pottery tradition.
are as old as 150 years.

Some workshops

For Instance, one potter who is

above eighty years old can not recall which grandfather
built the workshop.

The only assistance this potter re

ceives is from his granddaughter.

The majority of Ghaza
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workshops are owned on a family basis except two which are
owned by non-relative partners.

This includes four work

shops located in two inhabited quarters of the town, but
away from neighbors.

In contrast, eight workshops existed

before 1978, located close to each other.
active until now.

Only four are

One reason is the disability of the

potters to supply their family with enough income out of
pottery alone.

For example, one potter moved to trade,

buying and selling clothes, which according to him is more
realistic in feeding his growing family and improving their
life standard.
Clay is obtained from nearby farms, which is called
locally hamra.
additives.

It is heavy of sand, thus does not need any

Clay is processed in huge amounts, enough for a

month's work, and stored in the workshop.
Ghaza pottery is well known for its Black ribbed
ware, which could be traced back to the Roman, Byzantine and
Islamic periods.

The oxidization atmosphere is one secret

in producing this black pottery, which was kept for a long
time by them.

However, a potter from el-Khalil was able to

get the firing secret after he married a daughter of a Ghaza
potter, and was able to spread it all over.

Besides the

ribbing around the pot, other decorations include painting.
Motifs are made by paint purchased from the market, which is
applied to water Jars and jugs.

Among the typical motifs

are the ghazzal, palm trees and birds.
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The third production center is A'qabet Jaber.

This

is a refugee camp located in the Jericho oasis, at the lower
Ghor (Rift Valley).

Though only two potters are working

today in the camp, it was one of the basic production cen
ters before the 1967 war.

The total number of workshops was

five, which contained 24 potters who immigrated from
Er-Ramleh (another historically known production center in
the coastal region).

The workshops were owned on a family

basis, but include non-family members as workers or potters.
However, except for the potter who is the subject of this
thesis, all the other potters were forced again to move to
east Jordan.

Only two of them reestablished workshops there

while the rest worked in other jobs.
The other workshop includes two potters, a father
and his son.

The father is originally from el-Khalil and he

moved with his family to Jerusalem during the late 1930s,
where they established a workshop.
belong to the el-Fakhouri family.

He also claimed to
He moved to A'qabet Jaber

in 1976, when the Old City in Jerusalem became less ideal
istic for making pottery, particularly after the partial
destruction of the workshop during 1967.

Though he is still

living in Jerusalem, his son is living in the camp with his
family.

The workshop and the house were built in the same

place, which used to belong to his cousin.
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It should be mentioned that this workshop Is more
specialized than any other for two reasons.

The first is

that the potters are mainly producing glazed drainage pipes
which are highly valued in the market.

The second is that

other products or forms are produce from an artistic view
point or to sell to tourists.

Because of that, I was not

able to observe the techniques of pot making even after a
dozen visits or so.

However, many forms still follow the

traditional ways of production.

Clay is brought from

different sources, but mainly from el-Jeeb near Jerusalem.
Decoration is not practiced, though tourist forms are a
piece of decoration by themselves.
Finally, two other centers are left:

Ain Es-Sultan

camp and Jaba'a village (north), which include one potter
each.

Ain Es-Sultan Is another refugee camp located about

2 kilometers north of Jericho, just to the edge of the
ancient site.

The potter is originally from el-Khalil who

moved to the camp in 1981.

An interesting thing about this

potter is that he worked in Syria for a while before estab
lishing this workshop.

Some of his techniques, thus, are

affected by the experience.
addition to el-Jeeb clay.

Clay is obtained locally in

It is prepared in huge quanti

ties, since this potter has no assistance at all.

The only

help he gets is from one of his sons who can only assist on
the weekends.

The potter's family is living in el-Khalil,
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and they also visit on weekends.

The products of this

potter are only sold to the camp Intermediate.
On the other hand, Jaba'a is a small village located
in the northern mountains of the West Bank.

To my know

ledge, it is the only 'village' that had wheel-made produc
tion (unlike the dominant hand-made pottery in all villages
of the region).

I did not have the chance to visit the

potter of this village, but was able to work with a collec
tion of his pottery.

Anyway, he is famous for producing

large water jars and jugs.

His pottery is found mostly in

the northern centers with no southern distribution.
As seen above, almost all the potters working today
learned the craft from their fathers, or as they say aban
a'n jad -- from grandfather to father.

As mentioned before,

many of them, especially the potters from el-Khalil, are
proud to belong to one potter's family, el-Fakhouri, which
derived from the word fakhorah, meaning potter's workshop.
This, of course, demands some further investigation in the
genealogical relation between them, for many call each other
cousin.

Furthermore, though some of the present workshops

were built ten years ago, the original one where the potters
received their fathers' training was built 50 to 150 years
ago.

Ghaza workshops ere the oldest.

An old potter working

today cannot recall the date of his workshop, although he is
about 80 years old.

He pointed out that his late father was
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trained in this workshop by the grandfather, but could not
rcall when the workshop was built.
Many workshops are still carrying the extended
family ownership, which is the dominant type of ownership
existing today and in the past.

If one of the brothers or

sons decided to work in another craft, the workshop became
the property of the potter who works in it.

However, in

some cases brothers seek more independence in pottery pro
duction, so they establish a separate one with all assis
tance possible from their brothers.

In this case, what may

be called a 'nuclear workshop 1 is formed by the brother
carrying the name of his nuclear family.

Two examples are

documented ethnographically for this case.

The first is in

el-Khalil where potters were originally trained in their
father's workshop, but establish workshops later on near the
old workshops.

The other is the case of A'qabet Jaber

potter mentioned above, when his brothers establish work
shops in Jordan after the old was destroyed.
However, no study of the traditional pottery has
been done, neither are there ethnographic records to place
this kind of information in historical context.

If it were

done, it would be very helpful in understanding the origin
or the potters and pottery within its historical context.
Still, a systematic collection of data needs to be made and
I would hope in the near future.
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Pottery Distribution
Pottery is distributed to consumers in villages
through intermediates.

They have their own shops located in

the major towns of the region.

For this specialized func

tion they could be called 'distribution centers.'

People

from villages around the city will usually buy pottery from
the nearest center during market visits, but occasionally
there are a few passing consumers as well.

Meanwhile there

are about 14 pottery distribution centers located in the
major towns of the region (see Figure 1).

These centers are

also owned on a family basis, where fathers and sons are
selling pottery.

But unlike the potters of the region, the

majority of them do not depend only on selling pottery, but
practice another secondary or primary Job. . For example,
Jenin intermediate is a farmer, but he occasionally shifts
from farming to pottery selling.
this shift.

His son takes his place in

In addition, many intermediates were originally

potters and decided to stop producing pottery.

Rammallah

Intermediate was a potter who left the craft after his
brother died, and worked only in selling pottery produced by
other potters.

Others are blood relatives to the potters

who through the 'family economy' help in selling pottery and
sharing products.

An example of this is Nablus intermediate

who is a relative to a potter and prefers to sell his pot
tery before the products of other potters.
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In general, potters do not make large quantities of
pottery without market demand.

However, if it does happen,

one of the intermediates, who is usually a close friend of
the potter, will take the pottery.

The price of pottery, in

this case, will be lower depending on the agreement between
them.

The intermediates have the final decision in identi

fying the quantity of pots to be made for a season.

For

this reason and the other reasons above, the personal rela
tionship between the intermediate and the pottter should be
in good condition.

It is more often that good treatment and

reputation may strengthen this relationship.

After hearing

about the A'qabet Jaber potter, Jenin intermediate prefers
his pottery over that of others he was dealing with before.
This, of course, affected the relations between Jenin and
these other potters.
Finally, there are certain regional limits in dis
tributing pottery.

Nowhere in Ghaza, for instance, could

one find pottery produced by the potters of the West Bank.
Also, in el-Khalil, pottery distributions are restricted to
that produced by its own potters.

Meanwhile, this pottery

could be found all over the northern part of the area simply
because of its low price and availability in comparison with
others.

The potter of Ain es-Sultan produced pottery for

only one intermediate in the camp.

Rammallah intermediate

sells largely the pottery of A ^ a b e t Jaber, with only a
little pottery from el-Khalil.

All in all, pottery made by
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wheel is produced in large quantities.

Consumption also is

high enough to keep pottery in demand and being distributed
until the present time.

Hand-Made Pottery
In the previous pages, the focus was upon wheel-made
pottery.

In this section, I discuss briefly the difference

between it and hand-made pottery.

It should be mentioned

that the information presented here is based on some inter
views with a couple of potters, which makes it less reli
able.

Nonetheless, I wanted to present it as background for

this study.

There are three aspects that make this kind of

pottery different from the one discussed above.
First is that pottery made by hand is produced by
females, while wheel-made pottery is only made by males in
this region.

Two reasons contributed to this kind of

division of labor.

On the first hand, hand-made pottery is

only produced in villages where farming is the dominant mode
of production.

In this case, men go out to cultivate the

fields, with assistance from females.

Women stay at home

doing housework and raising children.

Pottery production is

one of their household duties.
The second aspect is that hand-made pottery is pro
duced on a seasonal basis.
before pots are made.

Clay is collected a few months

Then, the summer months, July to

September, are reserved for producing pots, when a potential
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need for storing cultivated products is high.

However, not

only storage pots are made in this period, but also other
household objects like cooking pots, small water jars, etc.
Also in this season the climate is hot and ideal for drying
and firing the pots.
The third aspect is that hand-made pottery is made
on a houeshold basis, unlike the other traditions which are
basically made for the market.

It is made by a member of

the family for their use as well as for other families in
the village.

Besides these two patterns, making pottery for

the household or for other households, potters are known to
trade labor in other villages where pottery is not produced.
In this case, the potter will have a request from other
villages, where supposedly they exchange labor for other
products.
The final factor is that this type of pottery is
highly stylized by decorative motifs.

Stylistic variations,

which are based on regional differentiations, are well
observable.

Jars, for example, will be painted with repeti

tive symbols which vary from village to village or one
region to another.

The well-known symbol is the wheat spike

which could be either painted, incised or projected with
clay.
More information is needed to infer the variations
between traditions of pottery manufacturing.

The fragment

ary data available now are not enough for such a synthesis.
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Pottery Disintegration
Many factors contributed to the disintegration of
the pottery craft in the West Bank.

As mentioned above, the

number of the potters and workshops has been decreasing
since 1967*

These factors could be in many cases related to

the socio-economic structure in the West Bank and Ghaza
Strip after the Israeli occupation.

First, the limitation

of pottery markets after closing the boundaries to the Arab
world (where pottery was distributed pre-1967), limited the
consumers per se.

The West Bank market was not large enough

to absorb the thousands of pots produced each month.

Even

if this market can cope with less pottery, as is the case,
the high competition between potters will decrease the
prices of their pots.

As a full-time potter who depends

only on producing pottery for his living, this decrease will
limit the basic income.
Moreover, rapid technological development is another
factor which helps in limiting pottery production.

On the

one hand, machine-made objects like plastic and aluminum
became available in great quantities in the markets.

These

are more convenient for the consumer compared to the •oldfashioned pottery objects. 1

Pottery is considered by the

consumer as fragile, easy to break, hard to clean and hard
to move.

Plastic or aluminum has better qualities, parti

cularly its ability to stand more stress.

On the other

hand, people consider pottery objects less prestigious than
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ot.hers, e x c e p t f o r p o r c e l a i n w h i c h i s h i g h l y p r e s t i g i o u s o n
different occasions.
T h i s d e c r e a s i n g d e m a n d f o r d o m e s t i c pottery m o t i 
vated the increasing production of tourist and artistic pot
tery.

T o u r i s t s w e r e i n t e r e s t e d i n t h e r e g i o n f o r a long,

time.

T h e y s h o w l e s s i n t e r e s t i n t r a d i t i o n a l pottery i n

c o m p a r i s o n t o a n c i e n t p o t t e r y , s o l d i n many s o u v e n i r a n d
antique shops.

However, some potters try to imitate ancient

f o r m s t o be s o l d t o t o u r i s t s .

Although this case is limited

t o a f e w p o t t e r s , it a f f e c t s pottery

p r o d u c t i o n i n t h e way

o f l o o k i n g at o t h e r m e a n s f o r a t t r a c t i n g t o u r i s t s .

In

addition, some of them have started producing forms which
have nothing to do with domestic use.

They a r e mainly

bought by l o c a l i n h a b i t a n t s a s p i e c e s o f a r t , w h i c h a r e
basically conversions of flower pots.

N o q u a n t i t a t i v e data

have been collected yet to determine the affects of this on
t h e p r o d u c t i o n o f d o m e s t i c p o t t e r y , but p o t t e r s c o n t i n u e
producing pottery on this basis.

In other words, priorities

a r e g i v e n t o p r o d u c i n g d o m e s t i c pottery a s a p e r m a n e n t way
o f l i f e , w h i l e s e c o n d a r y p r i o r i t i e s a r e g i v e n t o pottery
made for tourists.
T h e f i n a l f a c t o r w h i c h a c c o u n t s f o r t h e d e c r e a s e in
pottery p r o d u c t i o n i s t h e s o c i a l a t t i t u d e s o f s o m e p o t t e r s
t o w a r d t h e c r a f t , a s a f f e c t e d by t h e i r f a m i l y s t a t u s .

Some

p o t t e r s b e l i e v e t h a t pottery p r o d u c t i o n i s a ' d i r t y ' c r a f t
a n d s o t h e y a r e a n n o y e d by t h e way p e o p l e l o o k at t h e m .
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•Dirty' in this sense means it is classified with the lowest
class of the social pyramid, which affects their role in the
society.

In a society, like that in the West Bank, the

family plays a great role in many social decisions.

Since

potters' families are relatively small and powerless, they
have less role in these social decisions.

Precisely since

pottery production remains within a certain family through
time, potters' families did not expand that much, unlike
with other crafts which could be learned and transmitted to
other family members.

Such crafts producers could be mem

bers of large families and so would have more familial sup
port.

Because of that, and because of the decreasing demand

for pottery, few potters encourage their sons to learn the
craft.

Instead, they send them to schools to have better

job and status opportunities in the future..

CHAPTER 3

A'QABET JABER FIELDWORK

The A'qabet Jaber fieldwork is the first stage of a
comprehensive research design, which attempts to study the
Palestinian traditional potters.

The fieldwork was con

ducted between April and June of 1983 with a Palestinian '
traditional potter working today in A'qabet Jaber camp near
Jericho.

Before that time, several visits preceded the

process of formulating the research design.

Before proceed

ing to the data and results of this fieldwork, I state the
major points in the research design, especially the objec
tives and procedures of the fieldwork.

Objectives and Procedures
Before the fieldwork, three objectives were stated
as a guideline to data collection.

At the educational

level, my experience in doing ethnoarchaeology was limited
to some small-scale projects as part of course fulfillment.
Through these, I was exposed to the obvious relation between
the past and the present, and the crucial need to collect
ethnographic data for a better understanding of the archaeo
logical record.

Traditional pottery was never studied

before, in spite of the importance of such studies for
inferring techniques of production of prehistoric pottery.
35
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In this case, I decided to conduct a project starting with
one potter and ending with all the potters in the region.
The choice for wheel-made techniques is obviously a good
start in getting this experience, for it is relatively less
complicated and less varied than hand-made pottery.

This

turned out not to be true, and I discovered that the re
search design would have to be changed after primary visits
to the potter.
At the second level, the lack of any ethnoarchaeological model for pottery production, distribution and use
makes crucial the collecting of data.

If this model assumed

connecting pottery to its cultural environment, then system
atic collection of data became crucial, which, in this case,
should include three aspects.

First is to recover the laws

which generate certain behavior.

Pottery techniques, for

example, pass through five steps from preparing the clay to
firing as followed by many potters.

Second is to indicate

the processes by which these laws could be observed.

These

refer to mobilization of certain techniques from one step to
another.

For instance, the potter needs specific techniques

in building the pot which characterize his pottery.

Finally

is to infer the way in which the manufacturing techniques
are patterned in produced pottery.

Patterns could be repre

sented in marks left on the surface of the pot as a result
of using a certain technique.

Most obvious of these are the

traces left by finger tips during wheel revolvements.
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The basic objective in doing this research was to
r e l a t e t h e pottery t e c h n i q u e s t o i t s s o c i a l a n d n a t u r a l
environment for use in archaeological reconstruction.

The

m e t h o d s o f e x a m i n i n g t h i s idea a r e d i v i d e d i n t o t h r e e p a r t s .
F i r s t i s t o r e c o r d a s m uch d e t a i l e d data a s p o s s i b l e a b o u t
the potter's techniques and social history.

The recording

system includes detailed drawings and photography.

Second,

to obtain these kinds of information, I maintained detailed
o b s e r v a t i o n s o f t h e p o t t e r ' s day f r o m e a r l y m o r n i n g u n t i l
t h e end o f t h e d a y .

In addition, interviews with the potter

and his family, as well as with the distributor of his
pottery, were conducted.

Finally, to infer a method of

reconstructing archaeological pottery, I studied the surface
markings resulting from the techniques of manufacturing,
asking for regular assistance from the potter.

For this

p u r p o s e , a s a m p l e o f pottery w a s p u r c h a s e d f o r a n a l y s i s .
Many difficulties arose during the fieldwork.

At

t h e f i r s t l e v e l , it w a s d i f f i c u l t t o k e e p a daily p h o t o 
graphic record and drawing since this was culturally not
preferred in the region.

A l s o , it w a s o f t e n hard t o k e e p

f o l l o w i n g t h e p o t t e r ' s daily r o u t i n e , p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t h e
early morning.

L i v i n g i n t h e c a m p w a s not p o s s i b l e w i t h o u t

governmental permission.

H o w e v e r , t h e data lost d u r i n g t h i s

period w a s not g r e a t s i n c e t h e early m o r n i n g r o u t i n e i s
extended into the late morning.
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The History of the Potter
Abu All, Hashem Hassan Sharaf, was born In Er-Ramleh
in 1936.

He is the fourth son to a famous potter who in

herited the craft from his father.

Only three sons learned

how to make pottery and worked in the family workshop.

The

fourth brother was assisting in the workshop, but after a
while preferred the blacksmith's craft and worked in Beit
Jala town.

After the 1948 war, the Sharaf family was forced

out of Er-Ramleh and lived in Balateh village near Nablus.
Abu Ali's father established a workshop in this village and
worked in it for one year, before moving again to A'qabet
Jaber.

The major reason for abandoning the village is his

inability to continue supporting the family financially by
depending only upon pottery production.

In comparison to

A'qabet Jaber, the cost of living at Balateh was higher and
more costly, especially when living in a rented house.
In A'qabet Jaber, the father built a new workshop
close to a water channel supplied by the nearby Wadi el-Qilt
spring.

Abu All and his brothers worked in this workshop

until 1964, when all of them disagreed with their father.
The father was too difficult at work, hard to deal with and
mainly provided them with a lower income than their families
needed.

As known during this time, the dominant mode of

production was based on the communal work of the extended
family which means that the oldest member should manage all
social and economic aspects of the family.

Not only were
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sons expected to labor in the father's farm or workshop, but
also they should be subject to his laws and rules.

Also

they and their families were supposed to live in the same
household or neighborhood, where food is served communally,
so keeping social ties stronger.
exception.

The Sharaf family was no

Hassan, the father, and his three sons were

working together in the workshop.

He managed all their

family needs, which included providing food and life ex
penses.

When they became less satisfied with their income,

particularly with their families' expansion and low income
provided by the workshop, and when they felt that it was
time for a more independent life, they decided to split from
the extended family to their own.
After that, the oldest son decided not to work in
pottery, but worked as an employee in a Mental Deficiency
Hospital in another town until 1967.

Afterwards, he moved

to Jordan with his family where they are living now.

He is

working as an employee in the Amman Health Department, but
again he is no longer involved in pottery production.
The youngest began to learn driving and successfully
got a license.
Rammalah.
Jaber.

Then he got a job as a taxi driver in

Meanwhile his family was still living in A'qabet

In 1967* he also moved to Jordan and worked as a

driver with the Amman Municipality.

AO

The father was left alone in the workshop.

He con

tinued working by himself, and refused any assistance until
1967*

In this year, he moved to Jordan and stopped making

pottery or doing any other job.

He stayed with his sons

until he died in 1974.

Abu All
Abu All, therefore, is the only member of the Sharaf
family who continued working as a potter.

He learned how to

make pottery when he was eight years old, and controlled the
craft at age fourteen.
craft.

Three reasons made him choose the

First, the father was not financially capable of

sending any of his sons to a school, and so he encouraged
them to learn pottery making.

On the other hand, as de

scribed above, within the extended family sons are expected
to learn the father's craft and to work with him in the
workshop which was exactly what he did.

Finally, due to the

conditions following the 1967 war, he found himself forced
to work as a potter, with fewer opportunities available for
other kinds of work.

Pottery production, however, was

promising in comparison to other crafts given the market
demand for pottery objects.

Consequently, Abu All had no

choice but to work as a potter in his father's workshop,
though no where in my record did he declare that he prefers
or likes the craft.
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At the age of 18, he got married to one of his
cousins, who was an Inhabitant of Jordan.
had their first child.

A year later they

His family responsibility increased

by 1965, so that he could not support them by only depending
upon his father's gifts.

As his oldest brother had done,

Abu All decided to leave the father and work independently
from the family.
Three reasons contributed to this separation.
first was the general treatment by the father.

The

As indicated

above, the father was too difficult and hard to work with.
The second is the new family needs of Abu All, in contrast
to the low amounts of money provided by the father.

His

family was growing and by that time, Abu All had 4 daughters
and sons.

He was willing to send them to school, and not to

have them working in the workshop as future potters as the
grandfather suggested.

Finally, Abu All found his chance

when two brothers from Rafat offered him a partnership in
their workshop.

He accepted the offer, and so moved with

his family to Rafat village.
In 1978, he ceased working in this workshop after
one of the brothers died.

The youngest brother wanted to

break the agreement by asking Abu All to work in pottery
production while he should work in selling pottery.

The

agreement stated that all the three potters should divide
the work between themselves by shifting responsibilities.
These were divided into three parts:

forming, firing and
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selling.

Each potter should work in one part each week,

while the next week he should work in the other and so on.
Since the younger brother became the absolute owner of the
workshop, he tried to settle a new agreement with Abu All.
While he should work only in selling pottery, Abu Ali should
work in forming and firing.

Consequently, the latter

decided to leave the job and went back to A'qabet Jaber.
In A'qabet Jaber, he reestablished his father's
workshop, which fortunately was not totally damaged after
its abandonment.

The only parts that needed reconstruction

were the clay basins, the kiln doors and floor, and some
minor installations in the potter's room.

After recon

structing these, the potter started working again until two
years later, when he was forced to abandon the workshop.
Basically, the fuel used (car tires) in firing became a
source of disturbance and annoyance to his neighbors.

They

protested the heavy smoke and kept complaining about the
•unhealthy condition.'

To avoid the daily conflict with

them, Abu Ali decided to leave this workshop.
This time, he moved to Jordan, perhaps to find a
better job, as anything except as a potter.

His son and

brother were living in Jordan during this time, and he
thought that they might help him in finding a job.

After

several months, he failed to find work there and decided to
return to A'qabet Jaber where his family was staying.

A3

Again he established a new workshop in the abandoned
area of the camp, where he is working today.

He chose an

isolated house belonging to a family who abandoned it.

The

house was without a ceiling and of course had no firing kiln
and clay basins.

So, he built all of these and started

working.

The Potter's Family
Abu Ali is a father of 6 sons and 4 daughters.

None

of them is working in pottery, but the males had a brief
idea about choosing pottery production as their career.
Ali, the oldest son, is 26 years old, a father of two
children.

At first he was working with his father in the

Ramallah workshop.

The discouragement of his father, who

urged him not to work in pottery, led him to look for other
jobs.

He finally found one in Jordan, where he is working

until now.

He thinks that pottery production is exhausting

and 'dirty,' so he shares the view of the people about the
craft.
Hani was born in 1961.

He married one of his

cousins three years ago, becoming the father of two
children.
grade.

He left school early, after finishing the 9th

Later he learned a career as a blacksmith, then got

a job in an Israeli workshop.
in the workshop.
weekends.

Hani is an occasional worker

He assists his father on evenings and

Professionally, he worked in clay preparation and
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some firing, but hardly can do anything else.

His attitude

toward the craft is negative, since it's not a sufficient
means to supply the family's needs.
Adel, 16 years old, left school at the age of 12.
He is working now as a laborer in an Israeli plastic
factory.

He also assists the father during his free time,

particularly on the weekends.

He does not want to be a

potter, for the craft is hard to learn and dirty.
Harbi, 13 years old, left school three years ago.
He is a laborer in a bakery store.

Since his work is during

the night, he offers some assistance during the day time.
He likes the craft of pottery, which is a better job than
what he is working at now.

But he thinks that it requires a

lot of time to learn pottery production, and he prefers to
earn some money for his future.

Harbi is the son who pro

vides the most assistance to his father.

He is responsible

for the daily foot and hand kneading of the clay.

Also,

when possible, he is the one who builds the lump - A'mood.
A'zmee, 10 years old, is studying at the camp
school.

After finishing his classes, he goes directly to

the workshop to assist his father.

His assistance varies

between handling the unfinished pots, crushing salt and
adding the spout to one of the forms - Ibreek.
be an engineer.

He wants to
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The youngest child, Ziad, is 7 years old.
goes to the camp school.
to the workshop.

He also

He always comes back from school

He does not want to be a potter but a

doctor.

The Potter's Work Day
The average working day ranges between 6 and 10
hours.

He begins work at 3 o'clock in the morning, but

occasionally at 4 or 4:30, and finishes at noon.

In the

winter season, he starts the day a few hours later at 5 or
6, extending the afternoon period equally.
is divided into three activity periods.

Each working day

Early morning hours

are assigned to clay kneading and building humps.

In the

next three hours, he starts the first stage of forming by
preparing the bases.

Then he has a 15-30 minute break in

which he takes breakfast and a drink.

During this time,

some pot£ will be dried enough to begin the next stage.
v winter,

In

this break is extended by one hour to one and a half

hours since pots need a longer time to dry.
Depending upon the form made, the potter makes 90
pots a day as maximum.

In case of large jars, zeer, he only

builds 30 of them as maximum per day for they require more
time.

For open forms like flower pots, which require less

time, he builds 100 to 120 per day.

Foot kneading of clay

should be done in the afternoon or evenings.

In one case,

the potter was not able to work for this was not done in
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time.

If the day is assigned to firing, the potter's day

will start in the morning, between 5 and 6 a.m.

This is

because firing needs careful attention which could not be
given when the sun is not up.

The firing is divided between

two days, the previous evening assigned to filling the kiln
with pottery while the next day the potter starts the fire.
After finishing his hard day, he wants to rest for
an hour or two.
camp.

Then his social activities start in the

These include visiting friends, pasturing the animals

or going shopping.

However, he rarely leaves the camp to

other towns unless there are some needed visits to inter
mediates or family, or to order clay.
In addition the potter dedicates one day in the week
to rest, which is Friday, but not necessarily his weekend
since often he works this day and takes another day off.

It

should be mentioned that the potter celebrates two community
feasts during the year, each lasting for 3 days.

As other

Moslems, he also fasts Ramadan, which lasts one month a
year.

During this month, the potter's day is shorter and,

if it is in the summer, never lasts until noon.

As a matter

of fact, he usually takes many days off in this month since
he cannot continue work.

The Workshop Aspects
As mentioned, Abu All built the present workshop
himself by reconstructing an abandoned house.

The workshop
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is located in an abandoned area of A'qabet Jaber camp.

The

camp is located 2 kms southeast of Jericho in the Ghor area
(see Fig. 1).

There are several socio-economic and eco

logical reasons for chosing this camp as his center of
pottery production.
First of all, A'qabet Jaber is a refugee camp
located 4 kms southwest of Jericho.

It was built in 1952

when many people were forced to leave their homes after the
1948 war.

Among these, many potters' families from Er-

Ramleh came and settled in the area.

One of these families

was the Abu Ali family (though they settled down in a short
time in Balateh village).

Consequently, the camp was the

area where the potter was raised and lived in a long time.
His father was able to establish a workshop where he learned
to make pottery.

For the same reason, he chose to work in

the camp after leaving the Rafat workshop.

His father's

workshop belonged totally to him, and thus there was no
reason to build a new workshop anywhere in the region.
Besides, the costs of living are less expensive for people
living in the camp, particularly when owning a house rather
than paying extra money for rental.
The second factor is that the camp's social struc
ture is much more suitable for the potter's status in
general.

The social pyramid is characterized by lower class

people, the majority of whom are working as laborers in
farms or factories.

Potters usually feel more comfortable
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In this social environment rather than an environment where
they have no respect.

In addition, many of the camp's

inhabitants are originally from the same potter*s town,
Er-Ramleh, who help each other and maintain good relations.
The third is the location of the camp in the Ghor
area which is known for its warm and dry seasons.
helps in pottery production in two ways.

This

First, the weather

is stable during the year, or at least is less affected
during the rainy season (unlike the mountains and the
coastal areas), allowing pottery production to be continuous
during the year.

For example, while potters in el-Khalil,

located in the mountains, stop working in the winter, Abu
Ali will work continuously at the same time although the
number of pots he makes is reduced to one-third.

Secondly,

the time required for pot drying is less in this warm
region, which in turn will accelerate the production.

By

estimation, it may require half the time to produce a pot in
this area compared to the mountains and coasts.
Finally, the camp has a permanent water supply which
comes through channels from nearby Ain el-Quilt.

It is

known that water is very important in pottery production and
could not be less important than clay.

In addition, the

potter gets water free, unlike pumped water in the other
areas.
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Description of the Workshop (Figs. 2-5)
The workshop is located in the eastern, abandoned
area of the camp.

It is 150 meters from the p o t t e r ^ house

and approximately 250 meters from the old workshop.
location was chosen for different reasons.

This

First, it is in

an area that has no inhabitants around and thus the potter
can fire freely without worrying about or getting into con
flict with neighbors.

The second reason is that it is close

to his house, so it is easier to contact the family whenever
he needs something.

Not only can one see the house from

this distance, but he can call any member of the family by
shouting to them.

Third is that the location is close to

the water channel supplying the camp from the spring, which
was less costly than to extend water through pipes to the
workshop.
The workshop contains four major areas, the clay
basins, the workroom, the kiln, and the storage rooms.
is separated according to a certain activity.

Each

The court

yards and the platform are also described below.
Clay Basins (Fig. 4).

The clay basins are located

to the west side of the main potter's room (see Fig. 2).
There are three basins which were built by the potter.

The

first basin is called Joret El-Sool or the soaking pool.
was built with cement blocks and plastered with cement to
help the water from escaping during the soaking of clay.

It

o
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Figure 2.

The Workshop
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1.
2.
3.

Clay Basins
Rude Clay
Platfora

4.

Work Room

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15*

Pottery Storage Rooms
Upper Courtyard
Hiscellaneous Storage Roon
Kiln
Front Courtyard
Hater Pipes Storage Roon
Bathrooa
Anlaal Rooa
Unused Rooa
Abandoned Rooa
Pottery Discard Place

a)

General view of the workshop

>

b)

rm JQ

View of the workshop from the south.
Figure 3.

The Workshop.

a)

The meswal and joret essol

b)

The meswal and mensher.
Figure 4.

Clay Basins.
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The basin is 76 cms wide, 143 cms long and 90 cms deep.

It

is used to soak clay for a short time in order to separate
heavy particles from light particles.
The second basin is called El-Messwal or slaking
basin.

It is the basin where clay is soaked for the second

time to make it more levigated.

The walls of this basin

were built from rough stones in two courses, some parts were
slightly deeper depending on the stone*s size.

The floor

was built from used flat stones made of cement brought from
a dump area which used to be a part of house walls.
are two channels for this basin.

There

One, 9 cms above the

floor, was constructed from a broken pot.

It leads to the

third basin and opens to allow clay to pass through it.

The

other, 25 cms above the basin floor, was constructed from a
used iron ring.

It leads to the outside and opens to allow

extra water to escape to the outside.

The outside walls of

the basin were made from earth piles accumulated over the
stones.

The basin is 245 cms wide, 272 cms long and 34-50

cms deep.
The third basin is El-Mansher or the drying basin.
The walls of it were constructed from thin elongated cement
bricks.

The bricks are in various sizes, from 50-120 cms

long, 5-10 cms wide and 21 cms high.

These were supported

by mud and stones from the outside extending the wall thick
ness to 100 cms.

The wall connecting this basin with the

previous one was built by double stone courses, making it
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stronger in order to avoid any collapse during clay pro
cessing, so the wall could hold clay and water during the
final process.

This side was 45 cms high, while other

heights varied from 7-21 cms.

The floor was paved with a

mixture of cement and earth to keep clay from escaping to
the ground or getting mixed with other objects.

The basin

is 397 (367) cms wide and 335 (350) cms long.
The spaces around these basins are used for various
activities.

In the south, two barrels were placed for water

used during clay processing.

Two other barrels were cut and

placed nearby as a drinking container for the animals.

A

little farther, a space was used to place the natural clay
when it is delivered by a truck.

To the north, a preexist

ing wall was kept to keep out objects blown in by the wind
and to protect the basins from goats and sheep passing by.
This was 7 meters long and about 1 meter high.
The Work Room.

This is the main room where many of

the potter's activities take place during his work day
(Fig. 2).

The room was used as a living and sleeping room

by the previous inhabitants.

To change it to a suitable

working space for pottery production, the potter recon
structed three parts.
mud brick.

He first closed the two windows by

The reason for doing so was that pottery needs

some air during processing and often it must be sheltered
from the sun so it will stay workable.

Instead of these

windows, he opened other, smaller windows described below.
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In addition, he added a roof consisting of wooden beams
covered with tin pieces, tanekqh, and above these, he added
a thin layer of wadi soil.

In the ground, the potter dug a

small pit to serve as the wheel pit.

Finally, he added the

doors which were made of wood.
In general, the potter's room resembles a typical
design of other rooms in the village.

It is semi-square,

398 (337) cms wide, 428 (394) cms long and 300 cms high.
The walls are 20 cms thick constructed of local mud brick.
The room has two entrances.

The first leads to the outside

platform which is 88 cms wide and 165 cms high, the door of
which is wooden and socketed by a metal key.

The second is

a similar size, 98 cms wide and 165 cms high, which leads to
another room.

No door was made for this entrance since it

is in the interior and there Is no need to lock It.

In

addition to these doors, the workshop has another two win
dows.

The first, 60 cms wide and 20 cms deep, is located

next to the potter's wheel pit.

Besides allowing air and

light to come through, the potter uses this window to
observe any strangers visiting the workshop as well as his
house.

The other window is located near the main entrance

and faces toward the potter's side.

It is almost the same

size as the first, 60 cms by 27 cms and 20 cms deep.

It is

also used to watch strangers coming from the front side of
the workshop as well as watching his animals and to help
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keep other strange animals from coming to the clay basins or
drinking from the barrels.
The final part of the room is the wheel pit.

This

kind of pit is uncommon in the region and, to my knowledge,
it is the only one existing now.

It was dug in the south

west corner of the room because more space would be avail
able for other activities.

But a much more important reason

is that he is working by himself, and often receiving
assistance from the youngest son in transferring pottery
from place to place.

In the previous workshop, he used to

have a platform to place pottery during formation, and hired
laborers were always available to assist him in transferlng
pottery.

Since the only workers available now are his sons,

and often only the youngest (and sometimes none), pottery
should be placed on the ground so his small sons can have
access to it.

Also he can accumulate as many forms as

possible without bothering himself to leave the wheel, as is
the case with a platform, assuming no help was available.
In the case of the platform, he needs to step down from the
wheel and place pottery in a safe place and again return to
the wheel which is time consuming and exhausting.

The pit

is dug 90 cms deep, and about 100 cms wide and long.
Two other places exist in this room.

The first is a

pair of pre-existing benches located on both sides of the
main entrance.

One of these, 75 cms high and 25 cms wide

and 155 cms long, is used as a seat by visitors or the
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a)

section through the kiln.
Figure 5»

The Kiln.
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b)

The front section.

Figure 5 (Continued).

The Kiln.

c)

Upper door of the kiln.

Figure 5 (Continued).

The Kiln.
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The base is almost two times larger than the roof.

The door

to this room is located in the roof and is used to load and
unload the kiln, 33 cms in diameter and 12 cms deep.

This

door is closed by a tin circular plate, which was cut from a
barrel.

During firing, the potter adds pieces of strong

cloth to the edges to keep heat from escaping.

Thie third

area of the kiln is the 'roof floor 1 which should be in
cluded as part of the kiln because it is used to check the
pottery during firing and to place some fired pieces before
or after firing.
The Storage Rooms.

There are four storage rooms

used by the potter (Fig. 2).

One of them is used to store

unfired pottery, the other two to store the fired pots, and
the remaining one to store miscellaneous items.
room is located near the potter's room.

The first

This is a small

size, 3.30 meters wide, 3.63-3.92 meters wide and 3 meters
high (total area is 11.97 meters).

It is connected to the

main room by a 78-cms wide entrance.

This room is used to

store unfired pottery immediately after the pots are made by
the potter.

The next room is located at the south end of

the back yard.

It is the same size as the first room, 3.36

wide, 3.65 long and 1.85 meters high.
store and dry the unfired pottery.

This room is used to

Often pottery is placed

in this room when no space is left in the first room.
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The third room is located next to the kiln.

This is

an unroofed space which used to be an abandoned part of the
house.

The potter uses it to store the fired pots before

selling them to intermediates.
next to the second room.

The final room is located

It is used as a storage place for

miscellaneous things, particularly broken pots and some food
for animals.

It should be mentioned that all of the' rooms

described above were chosen for certain criteria.

The basic

criterion is that of their practicability to achieve a
purpose.

For example, room one was chosen because it is

close to the potter's area where pots are still wet and
should not be carried far away.

Room two was chosen as a

drying place, where the clay needs neither to be exposed to
sun or wind, nor to be touched because of its fragility.
This room is always locked.

Room three was chosen for its

close proximity to the kiln and a small road.

Thus, pottery

is not carried very far in both cases, either removing it
from the kiln or loading it on a truck.

Anyway, the pots in

any of their states need not to be carried too far between
one process and another to minimize breakage.
The Courtyard (Fig. 2):
part of the workshop.

There are two courtyards as

The major one is the front courtyard

where many activities are carried out during the firing
process.

In this courtyard, the potter cuts the tires used

for firing, throws the ash coming out of the kiln and does
other things unrelated to pottery such as feeding the
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animals.

Two annexes are also located in this yard.

first is a bathroom used often by the potter.

The

The other is

a small storage room used to cover the water source so that
it is not used publicly when the potter is out.
The second courtyard is not used for any activity
which could be related to pottery production.
is used often for keeping animals.

However, it

To the east of this

courtyard, the potter used another space to dump pottery
damaged during firing.

The space contains hundreds of

sherds accumulated after various firing cycles.
The Platform.

In front of the p o t t e r s room, a

platform pre-existed as part of the house front courtyard.
It is a semi-circular stage elevated 2.5 meters above the
courtyard surface.

This platform is used as a locus in

which sun drying takes place between one stage and another.
In order to avoid objects adhering to the pots, its surface
was plastered with cement, making it soft, flat and easy to
clean.

The Clay Aspect

Clay Source
Abu Ali is using two clay types.

The main source is

the el-Jeeb area, about 10 kms northwest of Jerusalem and 49
kms away from the camp.

This is one of the well known

sources recognized for its good clay.

The potter became

familiar with this source when he moved to the Rafat
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workshop, only 2 kms away from el-Jeeb.

Since this clay

source is located on private property, the landowner is
supposed to dig the clay and load it in trucks, while the
potter pays for the clay and transportation costs.
digging is done by human labor.
is 80 JD, about $240.

The

The cost of 8 cubic meters

In general the potter places three or

four orders a year, but usually this amount of clay will
last for three months.

At the moment, this clay source is

the best Abu Ali can work with, which could be the cause of
his good pots.
In contrast, the second type of clay is procured
locally from one of the camp's wadis, located 1/2 km away.
This clay is dug by the potter and his sons and is carried
to the workshop by one of two means.

Either the sons will

use a one-wheeled cart which they borrow from a garbage
collector in the camp, or he uses his son-in-law's wagon.
The clay is dug using a shovel and loaded in the cart using
qufas.

The potter identified this clay source by wandering

around in the valleys of the camp.

This clay was chosen for

its fine structure, although it was not plastic enough to
work by itself.

After experience, he knew that it could be

workable if mixed with the first source.

He usually mixes

this clay with el-Jeeb clay for certain forms, particularly
those that require a large amount of clay.
This is done only in case there is a shortage of the
main clay or if he does not have enough money to order clay
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in order to save the expensive clay.
will work only with el-Jeeb clay.

Otherwise, the potter

One reason for not always

using both clay types is that it will affect the beauty and
quality of his pots.

If he mixed the local clay with the

other in more than one third, the pots tend to be more
fragile and contain rough surfaces.

Also, they tend to have

more holes and fractures after firing.
The potter named the clay types according to their
color.

El-Jeeb clay is divided into two types by his

terminology, though both of them exist together naturally.
The first is called the green type, el-akhder t and the
second is called the yellow, el-asfer.

The local clay is

called the blue or el-azrak.

Clay Preparation
The clay is a little moist in its natural form and
non-workable.

The potter needs to change this to a plastic

and workable state by soaking it in water.

Accordingly,

this requires three stages:
Fashfesheh.

This is the process of soaking clay in

water for a short time.

The potter or his sons (at least

two workers are needed, who are always Hani and Harbi, the
oldest sons of the potter, or whoever is available) fill in
the soaking pool, Jo.ret es-Sool, with water.

The amount of

water should not exceed 240 liters, measured by the size of
a whole barrel, barmeel.

Then the workers add 30 qufas of
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clay,'' by using a shovel and two qufas.
done as follows.

This process is

With the shovel, the worker collects the

loose clay around the pile and gathers it aside.

Then he

fills in the qufa, while the other worker carries this and
dumps it in the basin.
the basin is full.

They keep repeating this step until

The maximum capacity of this is thirty

qufas, equal to one cubic meter.

The clay should be soaked

in this basin for at least one day before moving it to the
second basin.

All in all, the function of this process is

to separate heavy particles and objects, such as stones and
straw, from the clay particles.

In the next stage these are

removed by the worker.
Essool.

This is the process by which the clay is

slaked in the second basin.

The process requires three

tools, a 1/2 cm sieve or monkhol, a shovel and a tin or
tanekeh.

The sieve is used to clean objects floating at the

top, such as cigarettes, straw, or papers.

Then, by using

the shovel, he stirs the clay and keeps mixing it with water
until it reaches the liquid state.

Simultaneously, he keeps

treading it by foot to dissolve the hard clay while removing
other hard objects with his hand.

If these objects are

clay, he tries to break them down, while the stones and
other unbreakable hunks of clay are thrown away.

1 Qufas is a local measure used for volume.
rubber container with two handles.

He

It is a
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continues repeating this step until all the hard objects are
removed.

Next he adds more water, equal to 1 1/2 barrels,

and repeats the above steps, making the clay more of a
liquid.

These steps are repeated several times until the

clay becomes highly slipped.

When it gains the slip state,

the clay will be ready for further treatment.
Ennasher.
second basin.

This step is to transfer clay to the

This requires two workers.

The first

sprinkles some sand on the surface of the second basin maswal, in the amount of three tanekeh (equals 12 kgms).
Earlier, he had closed the two channels of the basin, one
with clay and the other with an iron piece, in order to keep
water or clay from escaping outside the basin.

The other

worker starts moving the clay from the first basin to this
basin using the tanekeh (tin container).

Again he starts

mixing the clay with the shovel, treading it with his feet,
stirring with tanekeh and finally carrying and emptying it
in the basin.

At the same time another amount (equal to 7

tanekehs or about 28 kgs) of sand is added by the other
worker to the basin sides.

He keeps sprinkling the sand

gradually, meanwhile adding another equal amount.

However,

the total amount of sand should not exceed 1/3 of the total
processed clay.

The function of the sand here is yerkhee

el-erek which means to keep the clay from sticking to the
ground and to keep it plastic for further processing.

Now,

after emptying the first basin, the clay is supposed to stay
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for another day or s o in the second basin before transfer
ring it to the third.
both workers.

This process consumes 1 1/2 hours for

The clay stays for 21 hours before it is

moved to the third basin.
On the next day, the clay must be moved to the third
basin.

This is done in two steps.

The worker opens the

channel which leads to the outside to get rid of as much
extra water as possible.

Then both workers start collecting

the clay from the corners of the second basin and gather it
at the edge of the channel leading to the third basin.

The

tool used in this is a flat wooden piece, <30 x 12 cms and 2
cms thick.

Next, the clay is mixed well with the sand

sprinkled before by this wooden piece.

Finally, the workers

open the channel leading to the third basin and allow the
slipped clay to pass through.

They keep pushing the clay

until all of it settles at the bottom of the basin.
process takes one hour and 15 minutes.

This

The clay is kept in

this basin for about one week t o be completely dry,
depending on the weather.
During the process of soaking and slaking the clay
in the second and third basins, the clay becomes highly
levigated.
inside.

Now, it is ready to be transferred t o the

The potter knows this when the clay starts todroob,

meaning to be cut into pieces during sun drying.

In this

case, the pieces are divided naturally which makes them easy
to carry without using any tools.

Before he starts carrying
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these pieces to the workroom by hand, the potter sprinkles
one tanekeh ( 4 kgs) of sand at the corner where the clay is
stored.

Then all the potter's sons help in carrying the

clay t o this spot.

It takes them 15-30 minutes to finish

this, depending on whether all or some of them are helping
in the process.

The clay is piled up in the corner and is

ready for further processing.

This pile is equal to the

amount of clay required for one week's work.

Clay Kneading
Kneading the clay is done for the purpose of the
even distribution of particles and to suppress air from the
body.

Sand mixed before and after should be evenly distrib

uted for a better working quality.

Consequently, the clay

body should receive two types of kneading, foot and hand
kneading.
Eddos or Ettadwees.
ing clay by foot.

Eddos is the process of knead

The process cleans the clay of hard

objects left during the previous processes as well as to mix
it well.

The work is always done by one of the potter's

sons one day before wheel throwing.

He first takes about

one-third of the whole clay pile, which is equal to 7 0 or
100 hundred worked pots.

The clay in this stage is

colloidal and responds easily t o any action.

He starts

treading it with his feet, and, after a short time, the clay
becomes soft and more responsive.

Then, the worker makes
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hweeteh or a circle from the kneaded clay, and forms a
channel around this circle, which automatically raises a
heap in the middle to about 50 cms high and 20 cms in
diameter.

He keeps cutting from the heap using his hands

and beats cut pieces around the channel until all of it
disappears and accumulates inside of the circle.

Again he

starts treading the whole amount using his feet until it
mixes well and becomes softer, called dahek.
Later he makes another circle hweeteh, but this time
the middle of the heap is divided into many pieces, called
ya 1 atea 1 , which will be removed from the general body one by
one and beaten again.

He keeps doing this until the channel

at the middle of the heap is filled in with clay.

After

that, he jumps onto the heap and begins to tread it hard,
producing several circles.

After the heap becomes thin with

a wide circumference, he starts cutting small patches from
the sides and beats them Into the body, but this time he
presses them hard using the palms of his hands.

He repeats

this process until the clay heap returns to a conical shape.
Finally, he smooths its surface using his hands.

The worker

for this process was Harbi, and it took him 50 minutes to
finish the job.
It should be mentioned that some salt is added t o
the clay during this process.

The amount depends on the

form that will be made from the clay.

Water jugs, ebreek

and sharbeh, need more salt than flower pots, kwar.

The
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amount is equal t o 3 kgs for the 100 or 70 pots.

The

purpose of adding salt is to give a white color to the pots
after firing.
Ellaf and A'mood (Mold) Building.
process of kneading the clay by hand.

Ellaf is the

Unlike the previous

stage, it is done with a small amount of clay taken from the
already kneaded hump.

The result of this stage is called

a'mood or hump which is placed on the wheel to form the
pots.
At first the worker cuts a slice, about 5 kgs, from
the clay using a wire.

There is no size measurement for

this slice, but usually it is estimated by hand.

The width

of it should be equal t o the width of his open hand, while
the length is equal to the length of the original hump.

The

work is either done by the potter or his oldest son Hani
since it requires great skill.

At first, he sprinkles a

handful of sand on the left mastebeh (bench) floor in order
to keep the clay from sticking t o it.
slice and folds over its four sides.

Then he flattens this
Then he presses hard

using his palms and turns the slice flat again.

He then

carries it with his two hands and beats it on the ground.
He repeats this process several times until it becomes soft
and flexible.

Next he rolls this on the ground pressing

hard with his two opened palms, making it flat and again
cycloidal.

Then, by rolling it again, the slice takes on a

cylindrical shape.

He kneads this new shape again by hand
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and keeps repeating the above process ten circles until a
cylindrical shape Is formed and the clay Is totally kneaded.
During the process, the sound of air bubbles moving out of
the clay could be heard.

The process should only end after

all the air is removed from the clay.

Also, by feeling, the

worker can tell whether the clay is plastic and soft enough
t o be ready for wheel throwing.

Ettashkeel (Pot Making)
Abu All makes five main forms which start in similar
ways but have different stages of building.

There are three

major stages in building the closed pots, but only two
stages for open ones.

These are ettajlees (centralization

and forming the base), el-Fateh (opening) and finally
ettarwees (adding the head).

In the following pages, I

explain in some detail each of these stages in relation to
the form t o be made.

For those parts which Include similar

building processes, there is no need to repeat their
description.

Ettajlees (Centering and Base Building: Fig. 6 )
The flower pot, kwar, is the only open form made by
the potter.

According t o him, this was the first form

learned by him, since it was easy t o build.

However, nowa

days Abu All is able to make 100 kwars per day if there Is
enough market demand.

a)

Centering the a*mood (lump)

b)

Lifting i;he walls.

Figure 6 .

Ettajlees.

c)

d)

Closing the base.

Cutting from the wheel.

Figure 6 (Continued).

Ettajlees.
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The flower pot requires only two stages, ettajlees
and el-fateh.

The first thing the potter does is t o make

the humps, a'mood ( p i . a'mdan), of clay as described before.
Each a 1 mood can make 5-7 pots.

First, the a 1 mood is placed

on the wheel head and is carefully centered, called yewast.
Then he soaks his hand in a broken pot, maghtas elmals,
which contains salt and water.

He presses hard over the

lump with both his hands open and placed opposite to each
other ( F i g . 6a).

This is done to make the walls of the lump

even and straight as the potter raises the extra clay up
ward.

The wheel in this step is slow, about 40 rpm (rounds

per minute).

As this pressure continues, the lump becomes

narrower in diameter from about 16 cms to about 12 cms in
diameter.

There are no measurements done for the size of

this lump, but all done by feel.

So, if the potter feels

that it is too heavy, he cuts a piece from the top and
throws it back into the clay hump.

It Is unusual t o have a

light hump.
The second step after centering and preparing the
lump is t o open it.

In this case, he flattens the top by

pressing hard with the thumbs.

The wheel is stopped for a

while, so he can soak his hand in water.

After that he

opens a hole in the lump by using both his thumbs and press
ing hard with his palms from the outside.

The wheel is

moving slowly due to this pressure, about 50 rpm.

The hole

is wide enough, about 10 cms in diameter, t o enable him t o
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insert both hands inside it.

Next the left hand is inserted

inside the lump while the right hand supports the outside
walls.

Basically, the potter controls the lump and goes

further toward building the walls.
Immediately, he starts building the walls by simply
applying pressure from both sides.

The left hand applies

pressure from the inside while the right hand supports the
counter side.

Then, he gently pulls the clay from bottom to

top, thus making the upper parts of the body thicker than
the bottom parts.

Next, he uses the finger tips and the

thumb of the left hand to raise the inside walls.

The

fingers of the left hand are closed, while the thumb and the
fingers form a semicircular block.

The right-hand elbow is

positioned on the potter's stomach providing stronger
outside pressure.

During this time, the walls turn t o

thickened rings joined by thin walls.

The potter starts

lifting these rings upward beginning from the bottom one,
leaving a thinner wall behind.

The same finger shapes

described above are held until the walls obtain a suitable
thickness, about 4 cms.

The pot now has a heavy squatty

shape with a thickened ring at the top to make the base
(Fig. 6b).
The technique of building the base is unique t o this
potter.

All the forms have the same base, which is a tiny

ring at the bottom.

In forming it, the upper part of the

pot should be folded a little bit t o the inside.

The potter
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uses his left thumb t o make a gutter or small channel around
the pot tip, while the index finger presses softly from
above.

The right-hand ball of the thumb is positioned to

support the walls from the outside, while the thumb is
directed to smooth the surface.
maximum speed, about 120 rpm.

The wheel is revolving at

Simultaneously, the opened

gutter is narrowed down and the projected wall appears at
the top, forming the base tip.

Again, by using the index

finger and thumb of the left hand, he starts to close the
base, by using the thumb from the outside, the index finger
from the inside in a curved position with .a short distance
between them.

The clay is pulled toward the interior gently

and smoothly.

This forms the bottom of the base, which

becomes narrower and narrower until the hole allows only the
index finger to get out (Fig. 6c).

The wheel is stopped and

the potter cuts a small piece of clay and closes the hole
left behind, pushing it softly downward.

Otherwise the

potter raises a tiny wall from the hole and folds it gently
and smoothly, then he will gently press them using the small
finger until they close.

In this case a small button will

remain (Fig. 6d).
Ettiab or Tateeb (Leather Hard Process).

After the

first stage is completed and the base is formed, the pot
will be placed in the sun for a short period of time.

This

is called tiab where half-finished pots are placed in the
sun for a period not t o exceed three hours (Figs. 7a & 7b).

Ettadweer and sun drying.

The finished form ( k a ^ b ) .
Figure 7 .

Ettiab.
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Each pot is carried carefully and placed on the previously
cleaned platform by his sons.

If the weather is windy or

rainy, the pots will dry inside the workshop.

In this case,

the potter will cover them with plastic sheets and resume
working until the next day.

According to him, the wind

speeds up the drying process and the pots will be nashef
(over dried) which makes them impossible to work with.
Therefore, the purpose of exposing these pots to the sun or
t o cover them is to regulate the drying process.

The drying

in this case is necessary to keep the pots from collapsing
in the next stage.
Another step is taken during this stage of drying
called ettadweer.

Ettadweer is the process of turning the

wet sides of the pots to the direction of the sun.

The sun

should reach almost every part of the pot, and the potter
examines this by touching the pot and seeing which part is
still moist.

The sides which have become hard will be

turned away from the sun while the moist sides then face the
sun.

Abu All described this process as a doctor and

patient.

The "doctor" needs t o examine whether the pots are

feeling good or need more cure, in other words, more drying.
On a sunny day, the process will take 2 and 1/2 hours under
the sun and another 2 hours inside the workshop.

On a rainy

or windy day, the pots are placed overnight under plastic
covers.
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El-Kaleeb (The Mold).

During the previous stage,

the potter forms the base, ka'ab.

In order not to destroy

this during the next stage, he makes a mold t o place at the
wheel head.

The mold is built from a separate piece of clay

taken from the already kneaded clay.

The potter beats this

clay, presses it hard with his hands and rolls it over until
it is well kneaded.

Then he turns it over at both sides and

folds both ends making a circular ball.

Afterwards, he

centers it on the whee.l and begins forming the mold.
First, the ball is pressed hard by the palms of both
hands after soaking them in water.

The clay becomes similar

to a conical shape with a straight head.

With the left

thumb, he makes a channel around the outside wall, while the
other fingers are pushing down from inside, already making a
hole through the ball.

The conical shape is wider at the

top after he closes the opening.

The same steps are re

peated twice in order to make the clay compact.

Now he

starts opening this shape by soaking his hand in water and
pressing gently at the middle top.

He closes the hand, then

sinks the fist into the interior t o open the ball, and con
tinues widening the hole until the walls open straight out.
The other hand is opened fully and supports the walls from
the outside.

He keeps pressing and smoothing the walls

giving more attention to forming the top rim.
a concave dome about 7 cms in diameter.

The shape is
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Finally, he makes a channel below the rim to place a
plastic sheet.

These are cut pieces from used plastic sacks

which used t o cover the unused portion of kneaded clay.

The

sheets are placed to cover all the clay and a string is
tightened around the channel.

El-Fateh (Opening):

Flower Pots

The second stage in forming the pot is called elfateh (Fig. 8 ) .

This is the process by which the potter

forms the body and shoulder, in the case of the flower pots
or open forms, and the rims are finished at this stage.

The

previously made shape should now pass the leather hard
process, tlab, which means the water is not totally lost in
drying and the walls are moist enough to work with.

The

base ka'ab is placed in the mold and well fitted (Fig. 7a).
Following this, the potter removes the top part of
the tlab or ka'ab as it becomes contaminated with objects
during the preceeding stages.

This is done by inserting the

index finger into the body and holding the top by the
others, while the wheel moves slowly (Fig. 8a).

The part

removed is about 2-3 cms thick which is thrown in a place
nearby and later will be mixed with rude clay.

Thereafter,

he soaks his hands in water and passes them gently over the
pot surface.

By doing' so he moistens the walls.

Then he

starts opening the pot by placing his index finger into the
top, while the other fingers hold the exterior (Fig. 8b).

a)

b)

Removing the hard objects.

Opening by the index finge

Figure 8 .

El-Fateh (Opening)

c)

Lifting the walls by forming rings.

d)

Lifting the walls.

Figure 8 (Continued).

El-Fateh (Opening)

e)

f)

Thinning the wall.

Thinning with the sadef (scraper).

Figure 8 (Continued).

El-Fateh (Opening).

g)

Lifting the walls, rim thickened

h)

Lifting the walls.

Figure 8 (Continued).

El-Fateh (Opening).

i)

j)

Building the shoulders.

Narrowing the mouth.

Figure 8 (Continued).

El-Fateh (Opening).
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With the same movement, the hole is broadened to enable the
fist to go through the interior (Fig. 8b).
The rest of this stage is a series of raising up the
walls by forming rings on the body (Figs. 8c, 8d).

These

rings are lifted t o the top and thus make the lower parts
thinner than the upper.

In so doing, he presses the clay

with the index finger, forming a small gutter around the
tip, and folds the rest of it by using his index finger and
thumb.

The rim in this case becomes thick leaving another

gutter below it.

Simultaneously, the left hand smooths the

exterior walls and thus erases the gutter and the ring rim.
Again he forms a ring from the bottom parts and raises this
by using both hands.

The fingers are stuck to each other by

folding the index finger at the thumb and the rest folded
down in applying a lifting force.

The clay ring formed

before is raised and connected with the rim, making it
thick.

The shape of the pot becomes more squat and short

with a carination at the shoulder.

Then with the same

procedures he raises the wall again, and the form begins t o
elongate, with a narrower opening.
The next step is to thin the walls, but this time
the potter uses a tool instead of his right hand ( F i g . 8e).
This is called assadef, scraper, which consists of a cir
cular metal piece with a wooden handle (Fig. 8f).

Not only

does the potter use this tool to raise the walls, but also
he uses it to smooth the surface of the pot.

The tool moves
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from downward to upward, or from the base neck where the
mold leaves traces on the body, berzet el-kaleb to el-batah.
It only works on the outside surface, while the left
fingertips hold up the inside wall.

By so doing, he removes

all the marks that were formed by the fingertips during the
preceeding stages.

He continues lifting the clay until he

produces thin walls and a smooth surface.
Finally, in the case of finishing the flower pot
building, he ends this stage by forming the rim.

The rim at

this step is still thick and round, and turns to the inside
(see Fig. 8g).

By using the index finger and thumb of the

right hand, he flattens the rim on both edges.

Then, by

using the same fingers and left index finger, he makes a
flared rim turned to the outside, but again flattens it with
his index finger.

He presses gently from the inside using

the index fingers and the left hand thumb supporting from
the outside.

By this movement, he makes the rim walls

folded again t o connect them with the body walls.

The step

is repeated several times until satisfactory compression of
the clay is achieved in making a solid rim.
slightly pointed but rounded.
ready for minor decoration.

The rim becomes

The form is completed now and
The shape is left t o dry in the

sun for two hours, and afterwards carried t o the storage
room t o be dried in the shade.

It requires at least three

days before the form is totally dried, but the period should
not exceed one month so it will not be over dried before
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firing.

If over drying happens, the pot could suffer a

severe breakage during firing.

Ettajles and Elafateh: Ebreek (Water Pitcher) and
Sharbeh (Jug)
These two forms are made by the same procedures, but
are different in the finishing steps.

While no accessories

are added to sharbeh, ebreek needs handles and spouts.

In

any case, the final stage of building these vessels is named
ettarwees (joining the head or the neck and rim body), which
also includes adding handles and spouts t o ebreek.

The

ka'ab or tiab is made using the same technique and size
described above for the flower pot and it is left t o dry for
the same period.

The body should contain enough moisture in

its walls t o enable the potter to continue shaping it.

The

opening stage or el-fateh is different at the end from
flower pots by adding one further step.

Instead of making a

wide open mouth and finishing the rim, the potter makes a
sharp end with a narrow aperture, obviously for Joining the
head later on ( F i g . 8i & 8J).
In brief, Abu Ali takes the tiab and places it in
the mold.

He cuts the hard and contaminated top parts,

soaks his hands in water and passes them over the pot.

Then

he starts raising the walls using his index finger and
thumb.

During this, projecting rings are formed on the

interior and exterior surfaces.
a thickened rim.

He lifts these up and forms

Continuing this step, the rim becomes
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thicker and thicker until the body turns into a squat shape.
The bottom parts are now thinner than the upper parts.
After making these walls thin, he starts forming the
shoulder by using the sadaf on the exterior surface.
left hand applies pressure from the interior.

The

At the same

time, a small sharp carination appears at the shoulder,
which, by repeating the former movements, turns into a
rounded form.

Gently, he smooths the surface and lifts the

clay to about 45 degrees.

Finally, he narrows and makes it

sharp by placing the tips of the small finger and thumb
close t o each other from the exterior and from the interior
the middle finger pulls the clay upward (see Fig. 8h).

With

his nail, he flattens this tip and makes a gutter, so t o
connect the head.

The bodies are carried outside to the sun

for another drying stage (Fig. 8j).
Ettarwees (Adding Accessories)
A'mal Erros (Making the Heads).

Erras, the head, is

the upper part of the body which includes neck and rim.

A

clay lump is made as described earlier in this chapter, but
this is larger in size, 6 0 cms long and 17 cms in diameter.
Each lump makes 12-14 heads.

Each head is made as follows

( F i g . 9a & 9b):
1) In this process, the potter changes the wheelhead, keeping the mold In the previous one to be used in the
next stage.

The new wheelhead Is larger in diameter.

w>

a)

Making the heads.

SHE
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b)

Making and cutting the heads.

Figure 9 .

Making and Adding the Heads.

c)

Connecting the heads to the main body.

d)

Connecting the heads.

Figure 9 (Continued).

Making and Adding the Heads.
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f)

Making the rim.

Figure 9 (Continued).

Making and Adding the Heads.
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2) The potter presses hard over the lump top, which
makes it narrower in diameter, about 12 cms.
3) Then he makes a projecting small hump which is
measured by the size of an opened hand.
4) By using both index fingers, he pushes the clay
down, making it flat.

Then he changes the movement of his

fingers t o support the outside while thumbs go through the
closed hump.

The larger lump is supported by the right

hand.
5) With the same movement he pulls up the walls
while the wheel slows down.

Small rings are formed during

the process which are pulled upward toward the rim.
6 ) After this, the rim shape becomes thick, rounded
to flat, without curving edges.

This is done by both index

finger and thumb pulling the clay up and outward.
7 ) The walls turn thick, 2 cms, and they contain a
rippled surface.
diameter.

The opening is narrow, about 3 cms in

The bottom is turned slightly Inward s o as to fit

the gutter opened in the main body.
8 ) Finally, he cuts the head using a soft cloth
string connected to nails from both sides.

Then he places

all the heads made on a wooden tray, which is carried out
side to be dried in the sun for one hour.
During the process, the main body is now dried under
the sun and the potter's sons start getting it inside.
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Adding the Heads.

Ettarwees Is the stage of adding

accessories to the main body, after It has dried for a
period of time (Fig. 9c & 9d).

In two hours the pots placed

under the sun should be dried enough for further turning on
the weel.

Unlike the previous drying stage, the walls

should hold less water and only the tops should be moist
where the head is attached.

These bodies are carried in

side, and in the meantime the potter places the bodies one
by one into the same mold used before and resumes attaching
heads.
Subsequently, with one hand, he grasps a head and
interlinks it to the body.

The diameter of the head is a

little large than the body diameter.

The head walls will

fit the body from the exterior, while the body walls will
fit the head from the interior.

During this time, the wheel

is stable.
After he moistens his hand in water, he links the
two parts as follows:

The left index finger and forefinger

hold the head from inside, while the right hand supports the
outside walls.

The wheel is revolving slowly, about 40 rpm,

and he passes around the connecting point several times
until the two pieces stick together.
disappears during the process.

The projection line

Then he makes the wheel go

faster to 80 rpm, thereupon the open right hand supports the
walls from the outside and the left index finger and thumb
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are used to adhere the inside attachment point.

During this

time, the shape of the neck and rim grow squat and short.
The second step is to raise the walls, which is done
by the left forefinger and index finger situated in a ver
tical position (see Fig. 9e).

The rim becomes rounded and

thickened, while the neck walls become circular and turned
to the Inside.

He thins these walls using his index finger

and thumb, making projecting rings which are raised to the
thickened rim.

Simultaneously, a collar appears below It

which is erased by repeating the antecedent step.

Through

holding the inside vertically he flattens the rim and
changes its appearance from rounded and thickened to plain.
By using the thumb nail, he makes an incision down to the
projecting rim.
The final step in building the rim is done by using
his index finger and thumb (Fig. 9f).

These are formed in a

vertical position, close to each other as clips to support
the clay.

While the index finger is placed from the inside,

the thumb holds the outside.

By raising these up, the final

rim will be shaped to a point.

Then the location of both

fingers is reversed, thumb inside, index finger outside, and
the right thumb is placed close to the index finger.
turns the rim outward.

He

Consequently, the final rim shape is

pointed,. inverted with a channel.

By now, the potter

finishes the tarwees, and in the case of sharbeh, it will be
ready for firing.

The ebreek requires two further steps.
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Making and Adding the Spout.
ready before the ettarwees stage.

The spouts should be

They are made from 1 to 2

humps of clay, about the same size as the head lumps.
1) First, the potter moistens his hands with water
and pushes down hard on the hump.
2) With his palm, he raises a small mass at the top
of the hump.

This is about 5 cms long and 3 cms in

diameter.
3) With his index finger, he opens this piece while
the thumb maintains pressure from outside.

Then he inserts

his small finger inside and pulls the body upward, in a
spiral movement.

The body retains a cylindrical shape with

a 1-cm top diameter.
4) Finally, he cuts this using a string, which is
done in two steps.

The first cut is done at 1 cm above the

bottom leaving a projecting ring around it.

The second is

done below this which leaves a 1 cm cylinder to be fixed to
the main body.

The finished spouts are placed in a wooden

tray.
The spout is immediately Joined after the potter
finishs adding the heads.

It is done by his son, Harbi,

since it requires little skill.

The spout should be pre

cisely located at the shoulder top.

The son measures the

distance according to two fingers width, from the point of
attachment between the body and the neck to the point on the
shoulder.

By using an iron wire, he opens a hole through
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the wall at this measured point.

The hole fits exactly the

bottom of the spout, and the projecting ring lies against
the wall from the outside.

He sweeps this away with his

fingers and joins it tightly.

The pot is now ready for 'te

handles.
Making and Adding the Handles.

Two handle types are

made to be added to the ebreek, a small and a large handle
(the large handles could also be attached to the big water
jugs, sharbeh iraqiayeh).

These are made as follows:

1) He cuts a piece of clay from the already kneaded
hump.

This is cut hy hand with no tools used.

The clay

should be more moist than the normal hump to enable him to
slip it between his hands.
2) He kneads this piece with his hands, in a similar
way to the hand kneading described above.

The result of

this kneading is a small hump, 10 cms in diameter.
3) Taking this hump between his hand,s he holds it
up vertically and starts pulling the clay.

It becomes flat

due to pulling.
4) Then he slips the flat slice between his
moistened left fingers and his thumb'.

Continuing this

process several times, he makes a thin slice.
5) He measures the size of the handles by placing
the slice between index finger and forefinger to measure the
width.

The length is measured by the size of an open fist.
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The handles are placed in a wooden tray and are ready to be
added to the body of the pot.
Directly after the handles are made, the potter adds
them to the form, either ebreek or big sharbeh.

The addi

tion of the handles is simple and does not require much
time.

However, the location of them and the angles of

connection are the hardest to do.
this by experience.

The potter learns all of

The large handles are placed on the

opposite side of the spout, between the highest point of the
shoulder and the rim, while the small handle is placed
between the spout and rim.
To do so, he carries the handle and bends it into a
rounded shape.

He places it in the direction desired.

Then

he grasps one end with his index finger and thumb, bends it
against the wall and gently presses over the wall using the
same fingers.

Finally he rubs the surface gently to make it

more firmly attached.

No inside pressure is used during the

process.

Building the Storage Jar
Ezzeer or storage jar is the largest form made by
the potter.

Since this is a closed form, it follows the

same stages in building as the ettajlees, el-fateh and
ettarwees.

However, one stage is added between these, which

is ettawseel.

This is the stage of adding coils to the body

in order to make the walls higher.

Also, different
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procedures are followed in adding heads since these are
larger and wider.

Otherwise, all procedures are similar to

those described above.
The potter makes the tiab or base, which is about
double the size of the previously described forms and twice
as thick.

To allow air to go to the interior wall in the

process of drying, he opens a hole through the bottom walls,
'10 cms above the base.
a longer time to dry.

Unlike other forms, this body needs
In order to obtain maximum water

loss, the potter places the bodies inside the workshop for a
period of 12 to 20 hours, which preceeds another two hours
drying period under the sun.

Then he covers these with a

plastic sheet to avoid any extra drying of the surfaces.

So

the potter needs two days to finish making a total of 25
zeers.

On the second day he resumes raising the walls and

adding heads.

Except for the tawseel stage described below,

the techniques of building ezzeer are the same as for the
other forms.

There is no need to repeat these here.

After the body looses a fair amount of water, the
potter continues building the pot by raising the walls.
Again, unlike the other forms, the potter uses a technique
called ettawseel which is similar to coiling.

Wasleh, or

the coil, is made from a clay lump, with the same lump size
used in other stages.
with his hands.
cms in diameter.

First he compresses the lump head

From this, he makes a bowl-shaped body, 20
This is built by opening the lump tip with
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the index finger while the thumb presses from outside.

Then

he holds the body from outside with his right hand open, but
tightens his fingers to raise the walls from the inside.

He

repeats this process several times until the walls are
raised to about 5 cms.

After that, he turns out the walls

with the index finger and thumb, while his right hand pushes
toward the opposite direction.

Finally, he holds the

flaring walls between the bottom of his hands and slightly
pushes them out of the lump, making a cylindrical shape and
cuts them into lengths.

He places these aside to be added

later.
Before this stage began, his sons moved the main
bodies from the workshop to the platform in order to dry
under the sun.

Now they start bringing them into the

workshp and the potter resumes the opening stage.

To sum

up, he removes the hard, over-dried parts from the top,
about 3 cms.

After he moistens his hands with water, he

passes them over the surface and then, with a piece of clay,
he closes the hole opened earlier.

He raises the walls by

his fingers forming a clay ring, then he pulls these rings
up.

However, in this stage, the potter will not form the

shoulder, but will make a wide mouth, diameter about 25 cms,
to connect the coil.

The walls of the vessel are tilting

toward the interior, to keep them from collapsing.

After

finishing this, the sons take it out to the pun for two
hours of drying.
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The second stage resumes by adding the coils.

At

first, the potter places the body in the mold, and then he
takes the coil and connects it gently to the body.
wheel is going slowly, at about 20 rpm.

The

With the left index

finger he presses on the attachment point from inside, and
with the right index bent over a vertical thumb he presses
from outside.

Gradually, he increases the wheel speed to

about 90 rpm.

The coil is now automatically well attached

to the body.

At that moment, the body retains the same

shape of the small ebreek or sharbeh, which require the same
techniques to build the shoulder.

After completing this,

the form is placed under the sun for a third stage of
drying.

Meanwhile, the potter starts making the heads.
The head is made like a bowl with outverted walls

and cylindrical feet.

After working the lump, a'mood, and

centering it on the wheel, he raises a small hump.

The same

procedures of opening are repeated until he raises a 17-cms
wall.

He makes a sharp tip in an effort to make the rim.

Then he cuts the head using the string.
After two hours, the zeer body is leather hard dry,
and the sons bring it inside.

The techniques described

above for connecting the coll are repeated again to attach
the head.

Since the opening of the head is wide enough to

enable him to insert his whole arm, he can work the inside
more easily than before.

However, the finger movement is

the same as before, and he uses essadef (the scraper).

The
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rim is thickened by using the left-hand palm from the inside
and alternating this with the index finger and thumb.

With

the sadef, he smooths the outside and simultaneously
sharpens the rim.

Then, with both his middle and index

fingers placed horizontally at the tip, he makes a straight
rim.

Finally, the rim becomes rounded with a collar by

applying pressure with his fingers and the sadef.

The zeer

is completed now and placed under the sun for a while before
bringing it inside.

El-Hareq or El-Shawee (The Firing Process)
The firing process is the most critical stage in the
pottery production sequence.

The potter considers the fir

ing as equal to all the work he has done before.

To quote

him, Kol elshoghol kom wal hareq kom, (All the work is one
part and the firing equals another part).

When the pot is

broken or damaged during the firing, it could not be re
placed.

Meanwhile, during previous stages a pot could be

either mended or processed again in the clay basins; fired
pots are lost if broken and the potter will loose all the
effort he spent in building them.

The famous saying for

that is again, in his words, lao kasrt etteen birja'a teen,
(if you break clay it will return as clay).

Consequently,

firing requires high skill, wisdom and patience as well as
the necessary experience.
except the potter himself.

No one can do the actual firing
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The kind of kiln used in firing is the up-draft
kiln, which simply means that the fuel is separated from the
pots by a chamber.

The fuel used by the potters is used car

tires which cost him nothing except for transportation.

In

addition, he uses straw and garbage in the early stages of
putting on the fire.

Before the tires are used, they are

supposed to be cut into pieces, shokaf, one day before the
firing.
sons.

This is usually done by the potter and one of his

The pieces should be small enough to fit through the

kiln door, and large enough to raise the temperature to the
desired height.

No exact firing test was done for this due

to the lack of Instruments, but from estimates each piece
9

may raise the temperature by more than 50 degrees.

On the

other hand, there are four processes in the completion of
firing.
1) El-hashl is the process of filling the kiln with
pots which is usually done the night before firing or in the
early morning.

This process requires the potter and one or

two of his sons.

Ettasfeet is the process of loading .the

pots inside the kiln in circular rows.

Each pot is placed

beside the other, upside down, in the kiln circumference.
At the same time, the base of one pot will be placed inside
the upper pot mouth.

The potter continues this process

until the kiln is loaded with pottery.

This will take 4

circular rows of pots around the belt ennar (firebox) and
another 4 to the kiln curvature (heniah).

Then he starts to
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place pots randomly but In an upside down position until the
kiln is full.

The process takes 1 hour's effort from the

potter and his son.
2) Setting fires

The first stage of actual firing

is called elhimlah which is the process of setting the fire.
Before the potter adds any fuel, he cleans the wires (aslak)
and ash (sakan) from the firebox, that accumulated during
previous firings.

Then he inserts straw and rubbish,

plastic sacks, papers, clothes..., etc.

The fire is grad

ually built until it becomes strong enough to light the tire
pieces.
3) The third stage starts by adding one piece of
tire (shakfet kawshook) to the fire.

This is called

tadkheen where a slow heating and raising temperature occurs
for half and hour.

When the temperature becomes hot enough,

above 300°, the main stage starts.
4) The main stage in feeding the kiln is called
ettaghthiah, by which he adds more tire pieces to raise the
temperature to its maximum heat.

There are two kinds of cut

pieces, a small rectangular (15 x 20 cms), and a large
rounded (15 x 50 cms).

The purpose for cutting these is to

have a better feeding of the kiln according to the weather.
On a windy day, the potter needs to close the firebox but
leaves an opening to Insert fuel.
pieces of tires.

This means he needs small

On normal days, when the door can be left

open and closed later, he can insert the large pieces.

He
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does so to avoid any loss of heat, and smoke from the
firebox particularly when the wind blows through the upper
door.
The feeding of the kiln is gradual, which is
measured by inserting tire pieces.

At the beginning of the

firing, he inserts two pieces in one hour.

After this hour,

he inserts one piece each 15 minutes for another hour.
one piece is inserted every 5 minutes.

Then

The temperature

becomes higher and higher when, after the five pieces, the
potter starts to add 2 to 3 pieces at a time.

During this

time, smoke will start* showing up from the upper door, a
moment of celebration for the potter since this is an index
of well-done firing and that the heat is reaching the pots.
If smoke does not go through the upper door, then the potter
realizes two mistakes.

Either the holes (shwareek) separ

ating the two chambers are closed, which rarely happens.

In

this case, the potter will stop feeding the kiln and wait
until it cools down and then opens the holes.

Or the wind

is coming from the opposite direction and thus blowing heat
outside the kiln.

In this case he will close the bottom

door of the kiln to keep the wind from coming through,
leaving a hole to insert fuel.

This is a common problem in

winter time, when strong winds move into the region.
After the second hour of firing, the potter climbs
up the kiln and examines the pots (kashef).

By this stage,

the pots have black soot stuck to their walls.

If this
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happens, then the potter knows that the firing is going
successfully and there is nothing to worry about.

He con

tinues feeding the kiln with tire pieces for another hour.
At the end of the third hour, sanaj will start flying up
from the pots' walls.
The final stage in firing is called elshatef or pots
wash.

During this stage sana j or soot washs off of the pot

surfaces and the pots show whitish and reddish color.

The

sana j in an indicator to the potter in distributing heat to
all pots.

If the soot flies from the left side of the door,

then the potter will stop feeding that side and turn to the
right side of the firebox.

In other words, more fuel was

placed in the left side of the firebox while the right side
needs more.

He uses four names for these sides.

the back side of the firebox.
side which faces the potter.

Elsader is

Elwajeh or face is the north
Wara edhaher is opposite to

it, or the right side of the kiln.
the left side toward the door.

Finally, elmadkhel is

He never uses left, right,

north or east in referring to these directions.
Anyway, the potter is supposed to feed all these
sides with fuel until soot starts blowing from them.

If any

of these sides still have no soot flying, then the potter
will use a terminology which derived from the terms above to
infer the need for more fuel at that side.

These are accom

panied by two terms, mokadlm which means more firing is com
pleted and ma'akher which means that the firing is late.
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For example, in case the west side needs firing, he will say
that elsader ma'akher, or elsader mokadlm in case he needs
less heat for this side.

This terminology is of a parti

cular interest when he has a worker to help him in feeding
the kiln.

So the potter will use a precise term for this

worker.
In the fourth hour of firing, the highest tempera
ture is reached and the potter knows that when pots become
red in color, as though they are melting.

By the sixth hour

the soot is completely gone and he stops the firing.

The

potter will start reducing the feeding process in the
opposite way he started.

He will feed one piece every 15

minutes and after 30 minutes he feeds the kiln by two pieces
and closes the door.

The firing process has successfully

ended.
The fire needs one and a half hours to go out and
meanwhile the kiln will cool down in the next day, but at
least two days are needed to be totally cool.

By the next

day the potter can take the pottery out of the kiln.

CHAPTER A

TRADITION AND MICRO-TRADITION:

DATA ANALYSIS

In this chapter, I will attempt to analyze the data
previously presented it; terms of their use to archaeo
logists.

Particular emphasis is given to the method of

inferring pottery techniques through the analysis of surface
marks.

Also I comment on one of the revolutionary ap

proaches introduced by Franken in publishing his report on
the Deir A'lla Pottery (Franken 1969).

Since this approach

could by and large be placed in experimental archaeology, I
also comment on this subject and its relation to ethnoarchaeology.

Techno-Analytlc Method
Decades ago, many attempts were made to infer manu
facturing techniques of Near Eastern archaeological pottery
(see Kelso and Thorley 1943; Tufnell 1959).

Though ahead of

their time, these attempts were concerned with placing the
role of the potters in the typological classification.

A

decade later archaeologists gave much attention to the sys
temic analysis of potmaking, perhaps stimulated by Franken's
approach.

Franken's idea was to redo the typology of Iron

Age pottery from a focus on shape differences to one based
on the techniques of potmaking.

Unfortunately, few followed
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his lead and many criticize his approach because of the lack
of the traditional typological and chronological signifi
cance practiced during the time (London 1985)•

On the other

hand, some studies started to follow this approach in ana
lyzing archaeological pottery, the obvious examples are his
own continuous work (1969, 1971, 1974; Franken and Kalsbeek
1975), and those of his students (London 1985; van As 1984;
van der Leeuw 1976).
Van As (1984:137) called the approach "technoanalytical" for the analysis of pottery techniques.

I think

that this approach is promising in analyzing potmaking in
archaeology.

But, when attempting to infer cultural impli

cations of pottery technology, more careful assessment
should be done for the method of analysis.

I shall argue

that without using ethnographic data the approach is
incomplete.
Franken (1969:67) stated clearly the objective of
his approach as to "break new ground in presenting the typo
logical study based not on style criteria but on an analysis
of the techniques of pottery making...."
cover three fields:

It attempts to

"Analysis of fired material, methods of

potmaking, and tradition...." (Franken 1971:234).

A new

criterion, then, was assumed to define the typological
study, based not only on potters' definition of 'type, 1 but
also on the analysis of sherd materials (Ibid).

Before this

statement was made, the majority of archaeological pottery
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studies were focused on presenting the whole pot, and
disregarding the sherds.

Unfortunately, none of these

considered seriously Franken's technological analysis.

On

the contrary, many archaeologists failed to recognize the
importance of his method because it deviated from the
traditional publications of pottery.
Aside from this misunderstanding, it is important,
for the sake of an anthropological perspective, to consider
his method of testing the idea of 'tradition' in general,
and the techno-analytical method in particular.

On the one

hand, "tradition," as Franken sees it, "is an abstract
expression.

It indicates that part of the pottery workshop

supposedly was the product of one single way of making
pottery" (1974:16).

Thus, it "refers to the craft...as a

particular pottery of a workshop which inherits and trans
mits it," also "denotes a series of routine treatments
repeatedly used by the same potters" (Franken and Kalsbeek
1975:217).

In this case, the tradition of potmaking is used

to infer the product of one potter or a single workshop.
Contrarily I will use tradition in a broader sense
to differentiate between broad manufacturing techniques.
The wheel-made technique, for example, is socially, econom
ically and technologically different from hand-made pottery.
A more specified term, such as "micro-tradition" used by
Longacre (1981:49), could specify the production of one
potter as well as refer to the variations of pottery tech-
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nlques within a single tradition.

Therefore, tradition

could contain more than one micro-tradition, and could imply
the cultural and regional context of a group of potters.
Micro-tradition implies the social context of a single
potter.

Variations in techniques could be implied through

the two.
Because of that, if Franken wants to examine the
idea of tradition and infer social and cultural synthesis,
then he needs to do more than replicate archaeological
pottery,.

We learned from Spriggs and Miller (1980:30) that

the choice of a certain technique is culturally determined
as maintained through group identity.

Rye and Evans

(1976:106) suggested that pots are a result of decision
making about manufacturing techniques as Well as clay
manipulation, which requires Identification of the
"technological constraints."

Schiffer (1972:158) placed

ceramic technology as a basic process of durable elements
participating in systemic context.
From the data presented in Chapter 2, the relation
between tradition and micro-traditions is determined by the
basic two techniques known in the region; hand and wheel
techniques.

The difference between them obviously goes

beyond techniques.

There are social, ideological and

economic factors that make this identification of tradition.
Division of labor is one variable, social attitude toward
female production is another.

This point is discussed in
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some detail below.

However, It should be noted that wheel-

made pottery Is more conservative than hand-made pottery
because of market competition.

This factor Is a basic one

In defining the micro-traditions between workshops.
As observed earlier, pottery techniques are held
within a family.

Conservatism lies in keeping the secret of

the craft between family members without outside dispersion.
This in turn creates a certain pattern of learning which
stays within a family.

For this reason, potters do not make

visits to each other, except on social occasions when they
are not at work.

Cooperation, to my knowledge, never

happens between them, stressing the fact of keeping tech
niques secret.

Potters* workshops are restricted to family

members, and workers who are members of the family's clan.
It follows, then, that the micro-traditions develop with in
this social system, and in a stricter way than among
females.

However, though this is the general system, a few

exceptions are noted.
One is the Abu All case when he moved to another
workshop.

But it should be remembered that he accepted the

new workshop job under pressure from his father, when all
his brothers left.

More usually, even if the sons get in

trouble with the father, they rarely leave the workshop.
This unusual condition is due to his ownership.

Abu All,

however, learned the coiling technique when he moved to
Rafat, in building the zeer, storage jar, but still he kept
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practicing his own technique.

Nowadays, his stage technique

is direct evidence of a long micro-tradition which he
learned from his father.

No other potter in the region

produces pots by this method.
Consequently, pottery technology cannot stand in
isolation; many variables are required to examine it.

This

Involves ethnoarchaeologlcal fleldwork "in a situation where
both patterns of material culture and behavior and organ
ization of a society were observable" (Longacre 1974:16).
Tradition, no matter how we define it, can not be tested
only by replicating pottery recovered from archaeological
tells, or through partially experimental techniques.

More

comprehensive data are needed to discover it, through
ethnoarchaeologlcal studies.
On the second level, the techno-analytical approach
has some problems at the experimental level.

First, by not

using ethnoarchaeologlcal sources, variations in potmaking
could not be totally observed.

Pottery technology is one

aspect that could not be inferred only
experimental techniques.

by depending on

As an example, no where in their

reports did they mention the stage techniques described
above.

In identifying the evidence for added bases, they

indicated that "it is often impossible to detect whether the
ring is part of the wall or not" (Ibid:112), which could be
easily identified if ethnographic documents were used and
followed up by surface analysis.

As suggested above, when
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the potter built the base first, no evidence will be shown
for the connecting point.
Finally, the lack of combining experimental and
ethnoarchaeological studies weakened many of such infer
ences, particularly implying the variations of potters'
techniques and by depending only on replicating ancient
pottery forms by a single potter.

In this case the aim

should be to infer the individual potter's techniques (or
micro-tradition) and the variation in techniques of potmaking.

The role of experimental analysis (specifically,

replication of archaeological pots) is only to assist in
evaluating the result of ethnoarchaeological fieldwork.

Experimental Archaeology
Experimental archaeology, as Tringham (1978:170)
defined it, "comprises a series of observations on behavior
that is artificially induced."

It "explicitly attempts to

apply experimental methods in the areas of data collection,
description, interpretation, and explanation" which
"...seeks to test, evaluate, and explicate method, tech
nique, assumptions, hypotheses, and theories at any and all
levels of archaeological research" (Ingersoll, Yellen and
MacDonald 1977:xii).

It is also true that experimental

archaeology attempts to collect quantifiable data from
archaeological or laboratory sources to be used in such
testing.
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Coles (1979:36-40) suggested three levels for
archaeological experiments.

The first is simulation, "when

a copy is made of an original artifact with attention paid
only to its visual appearance for display purposes."

The

second is concerned with the experiment itself, in which he
asked for appropriate technology to be used in experimenta
tion processes, in which the use of ethnographic societies
is highly recommended.

The third level is concerned with

testing the functional attributes; of artifacts.

It should

be mentioned that these three levels could not be Isolated,
or more accurately they are determined by the questions
asked by the analyst.
In addition to these levels, experimental variables
should be controlled to get more reliable results.

At this

level, Tringham (1978) expected that the researcher should
continue the experiment until the hypothesis was refuted by
new behavioral variables, that is if A is possible by B,
then the search for other variables should continue until
these stop producing B.

This statement is scientifically

and theoretically true, but practically requires an ex
pensive technique of experimentation, for some hypotheses
may take generations to refute.

Positively, experiments

done in different laboratories by different researchers
and/or in different time periods may well test this state
ment.
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So far, many experiments have been conducted in
ceramics (see Coles 1979 and Shiffer 1983, 1986 for a review
of these).

A shift from examining small-scale experiments,

such as color or firing tests, to test theories, like site
formation processes, is noticeable.

Also new fields are

being opened for further investigations.

To mention some,

Braun's (1983) "pots as tools'* opened a more scientific look
at the mechanical properties of clay.

Bronitsky's (in

press) "material science" moved toward the same direction.
Schiffer's (1983) "techno-functional" is another horizon in
ceramic material science.

His site formation theory is

becoming a priority in experimental testing.

Rye's (1981)

technological approach is a continuation of Shepard's
(1981).

Thanks to these approaches, more experimental

techniques are showing up as well as further testing being
conducted by archaeologists.

As a matter of fact, special

ized archaeological laboratories are beginning to appear.

Ethnoarchaeology and Experimental Archaeology
Experimental archaeology and ethnoarchaeology are
two fields in archaeological inference.

My purpose here is

to relate the sources of data derived from both of them.
Both fields are important at different levels of archaeo
logical investigation.

As a matter of fact, in ceramic

analysis, complimentary and supplementary data from both
sources are needed to achieve the highest level of hypoth
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esis testing.

Tringham (1978) detailed the difference in

data sources between them.

She pointed out that "both

ethnoarchaeologica1 and experimental observations should
provide valuable resources for testing hypotheses concerning
archaeological data" (1978:170).

Schiffer (1983, 1986)

highlighted the importance of these data sources in archaeo
logical inference, particular testing sources of formation
process.

Similarly, Watson (1979) stated that experimental

archaeology is another source in ethnographic analogy,
besides archaeological ethnography.
The differences, however, between these two perspec
tives are related to the types of questions and hypotheses
needed to be solved by the analyst.

Through this, experi

mental archaeology and ethnoarchaeology can be viewed as
complementary fields in archaeological inference.

On many

occasions to collect data to test a hypothesis or different
hypotheses requires going to the field and transferring this
knowledge to the laboratory.
Another basic difference between them is related to
the researcher's interference in the data analysis resulting
from the experiment or the fieldwork.

Experimental archae

ology is distinguished from ethnoarchaeology by the parti
cipation of the researcher in the data collection.

Schiffer

makes a distinction between an "actual situation in which
specified behavior can be observed..." and "fabrication of
situations..." by the person carrying out the experiment"
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(1978:230).

Similarly, Longacre distinguished between

"passive" and "active" involvements in the recovery of the
data:
Ethnoarchaeology involves fieldwork among an extant
society focussing on material culture in use in
systemic context. The method involves observation
but of a passive sort. Experimental archaeology, on
the other hand, involves the active intervention of
the researcher in the production of data. (Longacre
1984:6)
In this case, one needs to be careful in evaluating the data
derived from the laboratory and those derived from ethno
graphic fieldwork.

Moving back and forth from the field to

the laboratory is one necessary procedure to get reliable
results.

As a matter of fact, in the analysis of surface

markings this should be the most useful method to recon
struct archaeological potmaking.

Experiments should be con

tinuously carried on until the same markings were replicated
for both the ethnographic and archaeological pottery.

The Analysis of Surface Markings
Surface marks are any traces impressed at the exter
ior or interior pots as a result of fingers or tool action
and includes the clay and the morphological appearance of
the pot.

See Appendix A.

It is simply a description and

analysis of potmaking techniques by working from the pot to
the potter, that is to say inferring the techniques from the
evidence on the pottery.
documented.

Two kinds of these could be

The first may be called primary marks, which
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are associated with a repetitive use of certain techniques,
i.e., fingertip lines found with any wheel-made pot.
Secondary markings, on the other hand, are those which are
occasionally found due to minor technological practices.
Removal of hard objects, for example, could leave a hole
through the wall which might be filled in with slipped clay.
Unlike the first type, this is not patterned on every pot
surface but would be found only occasionally.
The analysis of surface marks has three objectives.
First, it attempts to analyze potmaking in archaeology.

By

using the surface marks, more accurate inferences could be
made, exactly like applying analogy to archaeological data.
The second objective is to infer variation in pottery pro
duction, which (like style) is patterned on pottery sur
faces.

The systematic analysis of these could identify

these variations.

The final objective is to identify the

work of individual potters, from collections of pottery
recovered in excavation.

This is different from the second

in terms of the specific data differentiating between a
major technique (wheel versus hand-made pottery) and a
specific technique, i.e., that of a single workshop or a
potter.
Accordingly, five general patterns are identified by
the potter, which could be broken down into more patterns
and sub-patterns from the analyst's viewpoint.

The potter

identifies the mold ridges (berzet el-a'aleb), the fingertip
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lines (hzooz), the ridges (barzat), scratches (kharabeesh),
and cracks or fractures (sha'a, pi. shoa 1 aoa 1 ).
1) Pattern I (Berzet El-a»aleb or mold ridges).
These are grooved lines, which appear above the base, or
between the base tip and the body.

As we have seen in

stages two and three, the potter makes a mold to center the
already made base on the wheel.

In this case, a line is

Impressed at the place where the mold is fitted on the mold.
If those were seen on any other base, they could form a
strong indication of stage techniques.

They also would

suggest the use of a mold during the building of the pot.
2) Pattern II (hzooz or fingertips and grit lines).
This general category includes many lines, which are easily
identified in well preserved surfaces made by the wheel.
Three sub-categoreis could be identified.
3) Pattern IIA (fingertips between rounded ridges).
Fingertips leave a series of fine lines during lifting or
smoothing the surface.

Rounded ridges are caused by heavy

pressure against the Interior or exterior walls by the
fingers inside.

In this case, the potter will use two

fingers to produce both of these.

When he bends the index

finger against the thumb to lift up the clay, the index
finger leaves the fine lines while the thumb side produces
the ridges.

Not only is this pattern important for infer

ring finger movements, but it also reflects the earliest
stages of building the pot.

Applying heavy pressure is only
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done when heavy amounts of clay still exist, which freely
allows the potter to raise the walls without worrying about
their collapse.

Because of this, the pattern is usually

found on the bottom parts of the pot, where thickness is
greater.
4) Pattern lib (A cluster of heavy lines).

These

lines are produced by a combination of fingertips of one
hand during wheel throwing.

The major cause is the dryness

of the walls after several cycles of throwing or drying
stages.

When the clay becomes dry, the potter needs some

extra pressure to lift the walls.

In the Abu All case, the

lines are produced by his vertical positioning of the fin
gers against the walls while pulling.

The clay particles,

in this case, do not respond well to the pressure.
However, these types of lines are a strong indica
tion of the use of the stage techniques, since they only
appear after some drying.

Also they mainly cluster on the

middle part of the pot, which also supports this argument.
5) Pattern lie {A cluster of round-ridged fine
lines).

These lines form a round ridge projecting from the

wall when closely observed under the microscope.

The lines

are produced by discontinuous lifting of the walls, that is
the potter will move downward to upward, in a process of
feeling the thickness of the wall and making it even.

They

are caused by wet coating of the surface, in particular when
the potter soaks his hands in water to lift the surface.
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Uneven distribution of these is noticed since they can exist
at various parts of the pot.

However, since the potter

needs a more delicate action with the pot, these lines are
indicators of the final smoothing of the surface.
6) Pattern III (Kharabeesh or scratches).

These are

any traces that could appear accidently on the surface as a
result of secondary marks.
surface.

They are found on almost any pot

Two patterns are identified under this category,

though the first is regularly found on all pots.
7) Pattern Ilia (Gritty porous spots).
these are spots that have caused by dry clay.

Obviously,
They only

exist on the exterior surface, and result from using a tool.
The scraper or trimmer can both cause these markings.
Obviously, this portion of the surface should be dried to
produce them.

These spots usually extend all around the

circumference of the vessel, or sometimes only at one spot.
It should be also noticed that these can be found on the
upper sides of the interior surface, but much smaller and
less dense.

These spots are a good indication of dry walls

when the.pot was placed later on the wheel for further
action.

The more they can be identified on the same place

on the exterior and interior of the pot, the stronger they
reflect these dry stages.
8) Pattern Illb (Fingerprints).

Fingerprints are

found mainly on the exterior surface, with a smaller
frequency on the interior.

They are caused by three means,
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either by holding the pot, by closing a bole in the wall or
fixing other things like voids.

In the latter case, they

are found as more than one fingerprint at the bottom part of
the pot, simply because the carrier holds the pot from the
bottom.

In the former case, they are found as one

fingerprint, on the upper part.

Fingerprints hardly could

reflect one technique or another.

In the second case, they

can imply turning the pot around to fix one part or to add
parts.

Prints found around the handles or spouts are

indicators of the way these were applied.
9) Pattern IV (Barzat or ridges).

The most identi

fiable ridge is the point of connection between the neck and
body.

This, of course, is most obvious on the Interior sur

faces as the potter usually wiped the exterior walls with
his hand.

In the case of the big Jar or zeer, the connect

ing point between colls are gone, and will be not as well
represented as the neck-body point.

However, the ridge in

this case Indicates variation in wall thickness, with
observable ridges under the microscope extending through the
wall.

Needless to say, these kinds of marks indicate the

coiling technique which should include drying stages.
10) Pattern V (Shoa'oa* or cracks and fractures).
Usually drying cracks are different from firing cracks in
terms of shape and sharpness.

Drying cracks are multiple

and branches are observed around a main line.

There are

tiny holes which do not intrude into the other side.

These
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are caused by an uneven drying of the surface.

In the stage

technique, fractures are noticeable between one stage and
another when the pot is left to dry and then thrown again on
the wheel.

Mainly they are located at the bottom and middle

parts of the vessel and are assocaited with maximum
thickness.
All in all, more patterns could be identified, but I
suspect these are the major ones which indicate primary and
secondary markings.

As is the case with any behavioral

pattern, surface marks could, and should be seen as a
patterned aspect and reflect cultural and social variation
between potters.

Once again, the study is Incomplete unless

a pottery sample from various potters is fully studied to
obtain a more comprehensive array of patterns.

Regardless

of this, the analysis above suggests that this potter has a
distinctive technique which is different from the other
techniques I observed in other potters.
the pot by only two stages.

Many potters build

The thickness of the wall is

more varied and thicker in these pots.

Others use the

reaming or shaving technique to make a thin wall.

In this

case, different marks could be observed on the exterior and
interior walls.

How much variation in the above patterns

are created by various techniques used is the subject of
further research.

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

"The use of ethnographic analogy in the inter
pretation of excavated material in Palestine has been
limited and random..." (Glock 1982:145).

This limitation

could be due to the absence of an ethnoarchaeological
perspective in Palestinian archaeology.

In the previous

discussion, the need for this perspective in the analysis of
pottery material from Palestine and the Near East was
pointed out.

Unlike material from most of the rest of the

world, the Near East has special conditions in the applica
tion of an ethnoarchaeological perspective.
The Near East can be distinguished by the type of
archaeological deposits (the tell), the tremendous recovery
of archaeological pottery sherds from the tell, and the
cultural continuity reflected in its stratigraphic sequence.
For these reasons, the application of ethnographic analogy
can be slightly different than its application elsewhere in
the world.

For example, to view the tremendous amounts of

sherds from archaeological sites, one needs to study an
ethnographic situation where an intensive production and use
of pottery is well documented.

It is not necessary in this

case to limit the data sources to Near Eastern ethnography,
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but rather to extend them to other sources of data from
around the world.

In all events, ethnoarchaeology might be

defined In a different way than it was defined elsewhere in
this paper, in order to make it more applicable to the Near
Eastern conditions.
Consequently, ethnoarchaeology is the systematic
collection and analysis of ethnographic information, as an
addition to archaeological fieldwork, for the 'purpose of
deriving hypotheses testable against the archaeological data
in the attempt to reconstruct the cultural traditions of a
region. 1

Accordingly, ceramic ethnoarchaeology will require

certain concepts, cs are implied in this definition.

The

first is the systematic analysis and collection of ethno
graphic data as the source for archaeological reasoning,
which should be divided into two sources.

First, archaeo

logists should consider the availability of ethnographic
data in the region, and thus identify what fieldwork is
required by the excavators.

If the material is not avail

able or not relevant for the questions asked, then one can
use any other source of data derived from other regions of
the world and connect the fieldwork in those regions to his
or her archaeological project.

On the other hand, the

analysis of ceramic material should include experimental
testing of the data.

But these should be done only with the

ethnographic material rather than superficial testing with
artificial data.

The source of the experiment should be the
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potters, and it will help if the potters were involved In
the experiment during its carrying out.
The second concept is the addition to the fieldwork.
Since the lack of archaeological applications of the col
lected ethnographic data in the literature is obvious, then
what must be done is to connect the ethnographic fieldwork
to the archaeological project.

It is not conditional that

any of the two should proceed or succeed each other, but
there is no justification for calling a project an ethnoarchaeological project without archaeological relevance.

It

also should be included in the excavation research design as
a part of the fieldwork.
It follows, then, that the reason for ethnographic
analogy is not to provide ready-to-go interpretations, but
it should be only for the purpose of deriving workable
hypotheses testable against the archaeological data.

So in

ceramic analysis, hypotheses concerning the manufacture of
pottery, location of the potter's workshop or clay aspects,
should be formulated and tested archaeologically, based on
the ethnographic observations.
Finally, all these attempts are made to reconstruct
the cultural tradition.

The concept cultural tradition

reflects the variation in space and continuity in time
within the archaeological tell.

It also includes the living

culture as a part of this history of the tell.

Moreover,

the tradition and micro-tradition presented above are
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included in these time and space dimensions.

While tradi

tion could reflect continuity in the practicing of pottery
techniques, micro-traditions could reflect the change of
this technique through Invention or differences in the
abilities of the potters.

In this case, pottery recovered

from a certain stratum in a tell or in different tells,
which may or may not belong to the same period, should
belong to a single tradition of pottery manufacturing, while
pottery recovered from a single tell during a certain
period, and precisely from a certain stratum, could be
easily Identified as one or more micro-traditions.

Con

sequently, the variation of wheel-made pottery forms and
techniques reflect the variations of micro-traditions in the
archaeological strata or stratum.
As seen in the case study discussed above, there are
many levels of doing ceramic ethnoarchaeology.
were Important to such a study.

Three levels

The first is a study of the

potter and the second Is that of pottery and the third of
the consumer.

Not all of these were comprehensively pre

sented in the above case, as surely further ethnoarchaeological work is required for their completion.
The Palestinian potters represent a stage in the
long tradition of pottery production in the region.

Viewing

the potters as a group, a potmaklng tradition, needs a
careful assessment of the social, economic and technological
constraints affecting pottery production.

Viewing single
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potters or a group of potters as a part of the general
cultural system is important.

At the social level, Pales

tinian potters are ranked at the bottom of the status
hierarchy.

They are living in semi-isolation, not only

because of the disturbance the production causes to the
neighbors, but also because the craft is considered 'dirty*
by most people.

Abu All was not an exception.

The location

of the workshop in the abandoned area, where fewer people
are located, forces him to live socially away from the main
activities.

Also, one can cite the view of the people that

affected his sons' attitudes toward the craft.

Consequent

ly, in the archaeological tell, one may expect similar
patterns of organization.

Workshops, if hot only kilns, are

expected to be found in the 'poorer' areas of the tell.
Similarly, the potter's attitude toward himself is
another variable to be looked for in the sociology of the
potters.

Once again, conservatism in pottery production is

reflected in the social, economic, technological and ideo
logical constraints of the potters.

What may be called

superiority of the potters could be inferred in viewing the
products of other potters not as good as him or her.

Not

only can one classify the products, but also the potters
themselves are ranked in terms of their morals and behavior.
This in turn does not only concern the competitive pottery
products, but also other things such as female produced
wares.

Hand-made pottery is considered ugly and requiring
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no skill or artistic action, since the female's Job is not
to produce pottery.

It is not surprising, then, that

females never work in wheel-made pottery.

So, in depth, the

socio-ideology of pottery production as affected by com
petition between potters stimulates specialization and the
sexual division of labor.
Specialization is a deep subject which is a result
of many inter-related variables, technology and conservatism
being the most Important.

In the case above, competition

between the potters leads to a distinctive production of
wares and distributional patterns.

In Ghaza black pottery,

potters do not teach any stranger the firing secrets which
stayed for generations among them.

Other potters will not

try to produce this ware or any other, for they have their
own secrets.

Manufacturing techniques are kept secret among

the family members, which besides conservatism, creates
specialized wares.

Abu All produces only four forms, two of

them on a regular basis.

His conservatism lies in the

rejection of any technological change, if it affects his
production.

Between these two concepts lies the application

of stage techniques.

As a matter of fact, this is con

sidered his 'speciality' by other potters.

The thinner the

wall, the more he will satisfy the consumer, which can only
result from the stage technique.

Only if his pottery is

rejected would he think about changing his techniques.
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Specialization, on the other hand, leads to stan
dardization of pottery forms.

The more the technique is

preserved within a potter^ family, the more the experience
of the potter will increase.

The more this experience will

be stressed, the more standard forms are produced.

In

examining the dimensional variations of ten pots made by Abu
All, the standard deviation was not that large.

He knew by

experience and feel how large the pot should be and, because
of the routine movements of the hand, all the openings will
be the same.

This, however, is more evident whenever he

keeps repeating the same finger movements in building var
ious forms.

It becomes more evident when he applies the

stage technique to obtain a thin wall.

So, all the forms

made by him are made with the same technique, which makes
the morphological variations between them not observable.
In addition, the potter's terminology, which accom
panied the description of his technique, is another form of
his distinctiveness.

Unfortunately, cross-cultural data are

not available to elucidate the differences in utilizing one
form in a certain stage.

For this case, the use of differ

ent terms for the three stages, as well as the other
specific names, was defined to refine the techniques used by
him.

These could only be useful by reference to cross-

cultural data.
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To conclude, pottery technology Is not a mechanical
factor in pottery production.

It is one factor in deter

mining the socio-economic context of pottery in the cultural
system.

As suggested above, the analysis of surface marks

is the most reliable method to infer the techniques of
archaeological pottery, and moving the researcher to more
general inferences concerning the implications of pottery
technology in the cultural system,
ethnographic analogy.

it should be one form of

APPENDIX A
POTTER *S FORM

(CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS)

Figure A.1.

Kwar (Flower Pot).

Figure A.2.

Sharbeh (Water Jug).

Figure A.3.

Sharbeh Iraqiah (Water Jug with Handles).

Figure A.A.

Ebreek (Pitcher).

Figure A.5.

Zeer (Storage Jar).
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Figure A.1.

Kwar (Flower Pot).
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Figure A.2.

Sharbeh (Water Jug).
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Figure A.3.

Sharbeh Iraqiah (Water Jug with Handles).

Figure A.4.

Ebreek (Pitcher).
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Figure A.5.

Zeer (Storage Jar).

5 mm.:
9 cm.
8 cm.

64 cm.

5 cm.
15 cm.
2 cm:
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